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FACTORS IN REGIONAL PLAMBTG AFFECTING HU1M SETTLEMENTS IN AFRICA . ;■

Introduction

1. In thin paper the term 'human settlement,-3' is used in the oense that

"the environment of human settlements refers to those natural an.". man-made

elements that constitute man's territorial habitat: where he lives, works,

raises his family, and seeks his biologicalj social, spiritual and

intellectual well-being".

1

2- "Human settlements thus inclu e rural and urban areas end are concerned
with the plaining, improvement an.-, management of these areas. The planning j

of human settlements should inclu .e considerations of housing, transportation,

water, sewage, public hee.lth, the mobilization of human and financial resources,

the improvement of transitional (squatter) urban settlements an:.', the provision
an->. maintenance of essential community services in order to achieve as far

as possible the social well-being of the country as a whole, l/"

3« It will be recalle'. that the conference of African planners which was '..

held in Addis Ababa in 19&7 under the auspices of the United Nations Economic

Commission for Africa had Irected the attention of the African governments

to the nee.', for re-defining the goals anc" priorities in economic, social and!
physical planning,-and for evolving new policies, programmes anc. strategies

of ..evelopment at the national, regional and local levels. '

4- In a recent survey-^ it is indicate" that out of 38 independent African
countries surveyed, 35 have a "optel development plans. Although there is no

available analysis as to the natures an.", scope of these plans, it is never— ,

theless a healthy sign that African countries have come to realise the '
importance of planned development.

5= The purpose of this paper is to provide an opportunity for policymakers

in the African governments to arrive at common conclusions on ways anil means'

by .which solutions to problems in urban and rural areas could or might be

r.ssiste . by guidance from national and regional policies. The approach adopte-.
in writing this paper was not purely physical considerations but also con

siderations of environmental, cocio-economic anc1. cultural quality of life

upper-most in view. The paper attempts to present regional development planning

ac an appropriate framework within which human settlements an:l the other

activities competing for scarce resources and their linkages can be rationally

distributed in space to maximize the benefits accruing to the community

from planned development. Institutional arrangements, some Regional planning

methods and 'techniques, stanrar .s an... ways of plan implementation anc' control
will be presente '.•

If A Definition of Human Settlements in HABITAT ?6 - UN Conference-Exposition
on Human Settlements, Vancouver, Canada, 31 May-11 June 1976. Report by the

Preparatory Planning Group subiaitts" to the Executive Director of the Unite.:.

Nations Environment Programme, 31 December 1973.

2/ Worl* Health Organization Work Programme 74-79. . ■
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"° MAN AND HIS ENVIRONMENT

Man in his ecological setting

6. Until very recently it was believed ^hat the animal homosapiens has

existe for less than half a million years^i c tiny fraction of the life
time of our earth planet. For the greater port of that time homosapiens was

a rare animal living in sporadic but fierce competition with other animals anc

subsisting by hunting an/ foe'.-gathering. In the last ten thousanl years he
has been increasingly successful in adapting his environment to his own needs

an;, the creation of artificial habitants. In the last few hundred years only
he has gaine ■ a position of almost complete '.ordination over all other forms

of life^on earth, greatly expanse, his source of food, energy an., his' ability
to modify the effects of nature on him. These unique skills and powers are

evi lenced by the great increase in his numbers and the steepening of the rate

of that increase." Currently the human population way be .".oubling itself in

30-35 years.

7, Malthus issued his gloomy warning in the first flush of the industrial

revolution at the en>: of the l8th century that the bulk of the rising popula
tion would always live at bare subsistence level. But the advance,, nations

of western Europe an. North America went ahead with their serious purposes of

transforming the material conditions of their peoples by way of technological

innovation at an unprecedented scale- The alarming problems of such rapi.v

change were quickly apparent in the rural areas where peasant agriculture was

becoming a foo.l-proc.ucing industry, an/ in the burgeoning towns and cities
which increasingly become the habitat of 19th century man in advanced

communities.

C, Generally, such problems were identified an. tackled in isolation whether

they were problems of the mining industry which were resolved in long and L

bitter struggles between new groupings of human power - the entrepreneurs and

the workers, or problems of an area or a great industrial city which were

worke,. out by new local and central legal powers and administrative arrange

ments. But already the new transport technology was making apparent wider,

planetary relationships between the "Averse activities of men in all its

corners. What men lid with agricultural produce in one continent wao affecting

men in the industrial countries in■another, "The intricate social and

economic system of the world-wide British Empire was sustained an., grew by

virtue of tea clippers an.', gunboatcj the hardwoc's of West Africa could be

depleted to provi e sideboards in Cheltenham and Harrogate, Boston and

Philadelphia l/".

9. The new inventions of the steamship? the railway and the modern gun were

to facilitate the exploitation of nature in new and disturbing ways. Millions

of bisons were wiped cut in the wake of the westward movement of railroads

an'- rifles in the United States,'and as a result would, vanish in a few years, an

ecological relationship between plants, animals, soils an:' man which had grown

up over countless centuries. With faster ships an.1 harpoon guns, the big

whales of the Arctic an.:. Antarctic were to come to near extermination. Fishing

in the continental shelf would become go technically advanced but ecologically

TJ J. Brian McLoughlin - Urban and Regional Planning? A Systems Approach,

(Faber and Faber« London 19o9»



backward as to threaten the (depletion of many species of edible fish; an<tf

the mechanized agriculture, and especially the tendency towards monoculture,

would result in cuch -..isaeters as the "dust fowls'1 in the central an.l southern
.United Stater in the 1920's an: 1930's.

10. One may go on to mention the more recent revelations of the a/verse

lon£--ten.i effects on environment gnc on man himself of some products of the

most beneficial effects in the short-term, e.g. the use of chemical pesticides,

artificial fertilizers, antibiotic drugs, depressants, stimulants, anc1. chemical

contraceptives. At ths present time the biological effects of above-ground
testing of nuclear weapons and the use of "rugs like thali .oinie are

sufficiently horrifying to raw worl -wi e attention an- deep concern-

11. But the most profoun problems are also the ol est; the increasing

numbers of mankind an . the supplies of food an., shelter, Beyond mere sub

sistence lie questions of the quality of life-bocily and mental health,

happiness, fulfilment, joy. The ultimate source of all the benefits of life,
is the earth itself an-:- man:s relationship to all its life an." resources.

12. There is a new realisation that before interfereing ?ny more with the

existing complex living relationships an effort must be made to understan .

them. This is not simply a matter of learning it is a matter of survival.

13» All this may seem somewhat remove--' from the ■ ay-to- .ay problems of

housing .eveloprcents, parking, open spaces, the location of industry or the

renewal of chopping centres. Quite the reverse is true. Whilst town and

countryside were physically ."istinct in the past, increasingly we live in a

more regular an, intimate contact with the whole of the earth's surface. For

practical convenience we way .istin^uish 'urban1 plejining from 'regional1

planning but in reality the problems we face are so integrate., as to make it

angerous to take too circumscribe,, a view. The challenge is the nee* to

£££££2 the resources of the whole human environment, for man to create for
himself a better relationship within nature if he is not to have r-n irrevoc-
rbly av verse impact on the environments . ' ' ■-■..

JqP __cPIilPrgh,??1-s?-ye P-1,anjl_:i-nff. ~ the Human Environment

14. One of the main reasons for the elay in effective action against the
. eterioration of man13 environment is his passive acceptance an apparent ada

ptation to what by any rational stanc'ar' is tctally unacceptable anc hazardous
to h:i.s health. Yet once aware of these ins. .".equaoies, people can :o a great

eal for themselves an can also press authorities into more timely an:"

effective actions. The involvement of people in environmental improvement
programmes is therefore essential to their successo

15• The environment should be visualize; in terras of spaces time and
resources. Man must become aware of his own environment if he is to be able

to eveXop himself in a comprehensive manner. This task is ma e more .ifficult
by the constant change in scale of time, space an resources. It ia the
architect an.' planner's task to build an environment in which the inter
relation of these three components may be more readily grasped.
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16. The planner h&s discovered, what the beleagured. citizen has always had to

li^e wrlths everything these d?.yG relates to everT'thing. This raises the

question many a city anc many a nation is puzzling overs where in the structure

of government should the responsibility for comprehensive planning be placed" J
whose responsibility is it to relate everything to everything?

17- A lot of structural solutions have been trie, an" foun. wanting:

departments.! status?inter epartmental committee5 cabinet secretariat?

executive staff* The underlying reason may well be that comprehensive planning

is not go much a differentiated function, ao it io - or should be - a

general state of mind.. The came can be oaid of the systems approach;, which

essentially is systematic thinking brought up-to-datee

lc-e "If there io any art that is crucial to comprehensive planning, it is the

art of the Question - question that starts with ?. restless probe of relevant

(an^ sometimes seemingly irrelevant) information, an. then prccee- c with

ecju:.l restlessness "~n some impertinence to ask whether any given or proposes:

ecision will on balance enhance or further ■-egra e the livability of the

environment.!! 1/

19 • This art of the question cannot be lost in the confinement of one discipline,

one guild or one epartment. It shoul. be practice:' at every level an.- sector

of the governing structurej an. throughout the entire society■>

20, The current move towar . the formulation of national urban poli.cie.-3 is an

encouraging response to the crisis of man's environment. It will not be an

easy task,, for all the reasons cite above* But liva.ble solution?, to environ

mental problems will not emerge until nations in. ivi up.lly and together make

the commitment i-ihich is symbolized by the attempt to . evise urban policies -

the commitment to try, an. in the very act oi tryingj to ensure an integrity

that augurs Hell for human survival,

Focus on the environmental problems of _ eyeloping countries

2.1. Ths protection of the environment murrt be considerec' in its proper

perspective in the "evelopinrv countries of the worla. The great importance

an urgt.oey ^1 economic evelopment in these countries should' not be overlooked.

The recoi;nnen-"ation for the protection of the environment may riot be the first

pi-iority for countries that still nee to solve their more basic needs, such

as fgo . ? shelter^ education an health.

22- frwa—th:l.r./.s of mankind who live in the -eveloping regions of the wcrl.%

!."o not gj:are ths same concern about their environments, urban as well as rural,

as the other one—thivc who 3.ive in the more affluent regions * They have

little intsresc in the purity of the air the}' breathe, the freshness of the

waters of their lakes an. rivers, the natural beauty of their mountains*

The/ have more imme.icte problems0 The struggle for the above necessities of

life - which is becoming increasingly -difficult for them because of the rapiJ

growth of population j the energy crisis, importe inflation anc; natural

a The total Gross National Pro uct of the 'eveloping countries

1/ I^ESit^'EJ^JLiH.J^ sponsored by
the United Nations in co-operation with the International Trade Union cf the

United Automobiler Aerospace and Agricultural Implement Workers of America; held
at the United Nations Headquarters, New York,June- 13-20.,. l97Oe
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amounts to only 12.5 per cent of the worl 's total GNP? while that of the

.evelope . countries is C7»5 per cent. .Sixty-six per cent of the worl .'s

population, on the other nan: live in the developing countries, an-., only

34 per cent in the .evelope- countries-

?3» It may be aske*. what interest such people have in questions of environment?

The governments that represent them are preoccupie . with the pressing problems

of raising their sta,n.Tar "s of living and of providing their basic nee. s. The

highest priority is given to economic progress* One often reads articles in

local newsps-pers reflecting the people's aspirations to see "forests of

in.ustrial chimney—stc^cks belching smoke into the atmosphere".

24. How can such people 1-e aske . to a i.opt measures such as preventing

industrial waste from polluting rivers, restricting the use of insecticides

like the DDT, controlling the emission of smokes an fumes from chimney-stacks,

and stringent Ian -use controls which will increase the cost of economic

evelopment?

25. It is grante. that recommendations that curtail or restrict economic :

progress an. dampen the rising expectations-of the people of developing 1

countries for a better life would be unacceptable to most governments of 1

these countries. But some action to achieve compatible industrial technology

will produce immediate benefits and is essential to safeguar" the environment for

future generations. This can best be achieve by establishing priorities for

the protection of the environment, beginning with those aspects which will

not impe e economic evelopment, anr!1 which, at the same time, are vital for ;

future well-being of the inhabitants. For example, the location of industries

to minimize environmental impact an-; to be more conrpatable with human nee-si

m . amenities, the protection of the water-she..s, the tropical rain forests

which ensure pure supplies of fresh water in the rivers an. the lakes; the

protection of natural parks an game reserves! the protections of places

of historical archaeological interests the protection of places of tourist,-

interest like lakes, mountains en. unspoiled sea beaches« Yess even Ian-

that will be nee e for future urban settlements.

26. When these countries have generate . sufficient economic growth, they

will be enable, to turn to more sophisticated measures to prevent pollution

and. the -estruction of the environment. By taking steps now to safe-guard

the vital features of the environment, they would have laid t. very useful

framework for building up a national environmental policy» The cornerstone '■

towar.3 such a policy uoul be for the eveloping African countries to initiate

systematic regional surveys of their territories in order to identify and

compile in map-form the physiographic characteristics; geological formation;

Ian. and its classification an. usej patterns of huni?:n settlements ani population

distribution. This task is both formidable an time-consuming when tacklev

by conventional methode» But in many African countries there is a wealth of

information on all the above aspects scatter© ' in several ministries,

departments an., institutions. What is require is to bring these together in

a suitable form for planning work* The Unite. Nations system can be of great

help an ■ is prepare., to meet the requests of governments in this regard..

27- On the other haii , those countries who have no a equate information

on. inventories of their natural resources? an. in.,ec those who have, but

wish to bring them up-to-date or wishing to fill the gaps chat may exist

in their present state of ..ata, mr.ys and choul..r t?i:e advantage of modern
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technology in the form of remote sensing provided by the Earth Resources Survey

Satellites. The Economic Commission for Africa is now working on plans for

the establishment of an African Regional Remote Sensing Satellite Ground

Receiving an- Data Handling Centre in a centrally situated African country

willing to act as host. It is inten .e . to have the station fully equippe.

an., with facilities, such as tracking an." recording systems, photographic

processing facilities, inclu ing micro-filming, information retrieval base,

on micro-fiche anc in..".ex mapping. "This will enable member States to obtain

information they inane .lately request for their development planning. Implicit

in this propose: project is the training of personnel - nationals - who will

be cole to interpret d?_ta from the Centre for use by their governments" 1/.

26. It is north mentioning here that for some aspects of the environment,

regional and intra-regional action is necessary. For example, water-she's

often cut across national boundaries - The Nile, The Niger, The Zambizi

,are examples- Not only is it necessary to ensure that these great rivers

have z. full supply of fresh water, but it is also necessary to protect them

from pollution that .'ectroys fish which is essential for human consumption

as well as for the elemination of organisms an: insects that are carriers of

diseases* Here, international action is also nee'e : an.1, this is where the

United Nations c?ji take an important role through its newly created Unite .

Nations Environment Programme which is based in Nairobi, Kenya.

29* National Parks an> game reserves rre another aspect of environment which

transcen.. national boundaries, and which are of interest not only as tourist

attractions, but as sanctuaries an..'breeding places of wil:. life ?.nd-thirds

s.nc: insects. Man is beginning to realize, rr.ther late, that birds, beasts

and insects play exi important role^in preserving the human environment. Then

there are the great archaeological sites of the ancient cities of Africa of

which little is known to the younger generations and out of which much can be

learnec about town planning, building and architecture; an . the existing

ancient monuments and. historical cities" heritages of all mankind, which

must be preserved as well as integrate within the contemporary urban milieu.

The Unites Nations S.'.ucational. Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO)

has active programmes for assisting requesting countries in the preservation of

the above heritages,

Eftyironmental_Aapec-i:a of Human Settlements

30. Human settlements, which are the setting for man's economic an:, social

activities constitute the most important component of his environment. Because

of the alarming proportions reached in the industrialized countries of sir

and water pollution an1 problems of waste ispocal, one is now forced to

consi.er not only the impact of human settlements on man but also their

impact on the natural environment. Developing countries riiay consi "er them

selves lucky only if they will shake off the ten.ency to ape blindly what their

former masters have been <£oing to their detriment in the field of housing,

building and physical planning. The/ will avoid', the mistakes of the industri

alize- countries cji\ provide their increasing populations with a decent environment

if only they woul- look, at their problems squarely in the face and- ..evise

solutions commensurate with realities an.', within resources at their .isposal.

1/ ECA release pubiishe., in the Ethiopian Herald, January ?4? 1975

m&m
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31* Architects anc. Physical planners in developing countries of Africa

must abandon the self—imposed auto—colonialisrr. and the tendency to cesign

public builc'ingc and office blocks with glass—curtain—walls regardless of

dictates of climate and available local building materials; planners must break
away from the drab grid-iron pattern in town and village layouts. They must

go bad: to first principles and also turn to their architectural an . planning

heritage and if they analyse ■hese carefully, they will iscover that their

ancestors did come up with solutions more appropriate to the particular region.

This is not an advocacy for the n. gleet or disregard of modern technology.

On the contrary, it is a call for a technology bare', on local materials an.".

aimed at improving the cuality of African life.

... . CONCEPT OF PLANNING

Definition, Concept and Development of Planning Thought

32.The term "planning"'in rise present context" may be expressed in two parts j

\?.j A model of an intends-:' future situation cover-ing (i) specific

economic and social conditions? (ii) thoii- location?, (iii) land

areas reruireds and \iv) the ctructur.es9 installations and
landscape iriiich ~:.-e to provide the physical environment for

tliece activities $

\'V j prograr.me c:: n.c-cion rn::. prea^tei-'minec. co-oruination 01 rasasui-es,

foi'ijiul-.tec. uit'h a vieu to achieve the intended situation. 1

33* Economic ana social planning, as well as physical planning, comes wi

the acope of the above definition, and involves balancing various economic ;

p.na social fr.ctorc of development to achieve a high total production and a

corresponding rise in levels of living, while creating a condition in which

the values of a society can best be expressed. This physical planning

involves developing and changing the physical environment fnr a pre

determined r.rrangement of lane and resources to facilitate economic and social
development.

.34- Planning as we linoii today, i.e. town planning, town r.nd regional planning,
city planning, urban planning or even environment planning comes down to us

today largely because of the tremendous problems mankind causes himself by

insufficient planning. Gets of conditions were brought about which caused

people to congregate in growing numbers in tOT/ns and cities we now call urban

centres. The crowding together of people seeking employment caused health

:-.nc! housing problems which mankind gradually began to perceive needed change

:\nd control. Health /.cte and other aids to proper community control followed'

;md Town Planning as we know today came into existence around the turn of the
century.

35. John Burns, the author of the English Town Pls-uining Act, sr.id, "Want
i.a our modest object?: Comfort in the home? health in the home? dignity in our

wtreetcj space in our ro--\dsj and a lessening of the noise, smoke, sinells,

the r.dvertisementc, the nuisances that accompany z city that is without a plan,

because of its rulers are governors without ideas end its citizens without i
hopeful outlook znc. imagination. Industry is the condition of a city's being!
health, convenience rnd beauty the conditions of ita well-being". Today :

speaking of our cities, we use slightly different words such as environment,

conservation, strategy anc so on but the words of John Burns still express our
Li aims-. 1/

1/ 3ruce J. Opie - "Progeacions.1^_P_iy.ctice (some thoughts on)_" jji Conference
iteport and Planning InformV!tion7^1wnoni;eaIth Association 'of 'Planners In-
rugura.1 Conference, New Delhi, India, March 1973,
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36. John Bums was expressing the blight of the cities of his time and the narrow

attitudes of the rulers and decision-makers who were motivated by profit only
and oblivious of the human and social aspects of urbanization,

37, Sir Patrick Geddes was perhaps the first thinker who advised us that we
"should study the problems of the towns within the context of their regions",

thus heralding the birth of the concept of regional planning*

3C. This new concept embraced a much wider spectrum of the inter-relationship

of human activities their effect on the environment and, indeed, of the whole

ecological system.

39. From the art and science of town planning, originally mainly the concern

of architects, engineers and surveyors who wished tcr see larger-scale integrated1

solutions to the design problems in which they were involved, rather than a tangle
of separate contributions, the base of planning has boradened immensely so that now

it rightly extends far beyond the physical to the social and economic, even to

political planning at the other end of the spectrum. It now embraces the ^
environment as a whole, and has implications far beyond the imagination of the

original pioneers. They started by describing it as town planning. Now it

recognises no geographical limitations, it takes place or should take place at all

levels - local, regional, national and we can see that eventually it must extend

to continental and international levels. Moreover, it now refers to the whole

ecology, embracing life in all forms, and calls for a comprehensive understanding

of the balance of nature, which, until recently, we have tended to ignore. So

intent have we been on pursuing, on farm as in factory, the material prizes of

industrialization based on new technologies which have not necessarily been tested

by social standards.

40. Pollution is now a universally understood word - and, whereas the so called

developed countries were regarded as leading the way in town and country planning,

they now have to face the criticsm that they may be amongst the worst offenders

in the extensive and increasing pollution that has taken place in the world, on land,

in the sea, and in the air, so much so that one begins to question whether the

experience of the developed countries should be an example or a warning to those

countries that have not yet taken the path of industrialization or are only a

short way along it. 1/

A conceptual framework for regional planning; A systems approach

41. It is important both for planners and their clients to have a clear understanding

of the relationships not only between the economic decisions and the physical aspects

but also the impact of these on the socio-culturcl and environmental quality of life

of the community. Towards this end a conceptual framework for planning is necessary.

The systems approach viewc human relationships with the environment as an ecological

or eco-system. It suggests that the individual or group is possessed of a certain

set of values concerning relationships with the environment. These lead to needs

and wants on the basis of which goals are formed which lead to the consideration of

courses of action, a decison and retion» This, when carried out modifies the

relationships between the individual and his environment, but it may also alter

the environment and the decision-maker. Values are thus modified and the cycle

begins again. " ._ '

1/ Prof. /_rthur Ling - Address to the CAP (Commonwealth Association of Planners)
at the opening session, New Delhi, March 1973•
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42.. The point is that optimizing action taken by s.n individual or group at a,

particular time has repercussions which alter the context for decisions to act

by other individuals or groups at cubsecuent times.

43» tlhenever we take c-ccion in our own interest (or appoint agents to act for no)

repercussions spread out like ripples when we throw a stone into a pool. These

ripples are the effects on communications, channels, spaces and activities. They

raerge with ripples persisting from other previous actions. They ebb and flow,

compound and dissipate in complex ways. But they alter the state of the system

and thus they alter the basic on which the next r.ction will be made, or they push

someone over the threshold of taking action, or they effect the type of action takeni'

44- Very large numbers of decisions ere being mace by the multitude of individuals

and groups comprising human society. Their rctions set up complex repercussions

in the ecological system. V.e may think of these actions and repercussions (and

further actions based on them, and infinitum .......) as forming a ceaseless

flow of changes through time. Since this ie boundless and occupies the whole of

the eco-system we will call it systematic change. This affects all members of the

human (and animal and plant) community for good and ill since we are all involved
in our own eco-systenu That is why we can say that planning must seek to guide and

control systematic change.

4b- In other words, the relationships of man (end other creatures) with the

environment could be identified in system terms - as an ecological or eco-system.

This human eco-system has for centuries been driven forward by modifying actions

taken by individuals and groups within society. These actions of many kinds are

merely the critical points in cycles which can be called behaviour patterns. In

essence the cycle is as followss

(i) The environment is scanned and on. the basis of values held by the
individual or group, certain needs or wants become apparent,

come of which might be satisfied through the physical relationship

with the environment;

(ii) Goals .".re^ formulated in broad terms and perhaps at the same time
certain more precise pj2jectrves (which must be re?,ched in order

to move -to;/arc. goals) are identified;

(O-i-j Possible courc-ec^of ".ction to reach the objectives and move toward
the goals are examinees

W-v) EValur-.tion of thece possible courses occurs by reference to the

means available? the costs likely to be incurred in overcoming

constraints on action} the benefits likely to be derived, and

the conseeiiences of action? go far as can be seenj

^v) L^l^SR ic taken on the basic of these considerations. The action
modifies the relationships between tl-e individual or group and

the environmentj it will else alter the environment itself and,

in time, the values held about it. The environment continues to

be scanxied sine1, new goals s.nc, objectives may be formulated. Thu3 \-

the cycle is completed aix. begins afresh.

46* Plrjmiingj the uean.o for controllin^ the conplex systemic changes which give
riss to, zzk: arise from those behaviour patterns? must have a similar form. In ;

ordar to regulate one guide the results of actions taken by sections of the i

community the corar.ranity muat adopt a fomi of control which has r. 'shape1 which is

similar to the behaviour pattern of its members*

n Mcloughlia,. Urban and Regional. Planning % A Systems Approach g (Faber
and Faber, London, 1970) ' ™ "
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47. The planning process can be summarized as ?. series of cyclical steps as

follows:

(a) The decision to adopt planning and as to what methods of planning

to adopt. This has a cycle of its own (outside the main cycle of
the control mechanism) with a relatively long time-span in which

the administrative methods and technique© are reviewed and the

education anc professional organization of planners are considered

afresh?

(b) "Goal formulation and the identification of objectives for physical -

planning by appropriate agencies of all kinds, including the

clarification of the ways in which physical planning will relate

to other forms of communal actions;

(c) Possible courses of action are studied with the aid of models of

the environments These studies show how the system might behave

as it changes through time under the influence of a variety of

influences arising from private actions and public activities

and interventions;

(d) Evaluation of these courses of action in order to select an

operational course by reference to assumed social values and the

estimation.cf costs and benefits;

(e) Action to implement the plan including both direct works and the.

continuous control of public and private proposals for change.

The essence of cuch control is to study the impact on the system

of proposed changes in order to see whether or not they would

deflect the system from the course charted for it in the plan*

Again, the models of the environment used in stage (c) are employed.
Ac the process goes on, it becomes clear that we mustti-, •••

(f) Review the plan and its control ■mechanisms from time to time, in

minor ways at shorter intervals and in major ways at larger

intervals.

4C. This review is necessary because we are dealing with a probablistic system,

one in which changes cannot be foreseen with certainty, Review must take account

of both specific proposals which are different from those expected-, of changes in

the politicalr social and economic context in which the plan operates and which

generate new needs; desires -anc. aspirations in the community^and its members. Thus

the cycle returns to stage (b), and periodically to stage \a.) also.

Location Theory; h foundation for planning

49. /■ hundred years ago, even sixty years ego.: the notion of order and pattern

in the human use of the earth was novel anc relatively unimportant. In 18.26 von
ThUnen, an agriculturist, put forward the theory th?t concentric zones of different

uses of land tend to form around an urban (market) centre. Ideal conditions were

theory are its uncompromizingly "classical1'" structure anc the fact that it is an

equilibrium theory. In other words, it describee a static £iimax towards which

the system will tend if no disturbances are applied; whilst it admits th« possibility

of change, such change is simple and discontinuous-,
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!J0. The remainder of the nineteenth century being dominated in western

Europe by industrialization and urban growth of unprecedented speed, studies

of agricultural locations gave way to the consideration of the location of the

industrial firm. In the inter-war years the focus of interest shifted markedly

in two: main directions. In the first place, the patterns of different land

uses making up urban ?.reao was subjected to similar sorts of analysis as that

used by von ThUrnen a hundred years previously for agricultural "zones"*

Scholars of the University of Chicago were the leaders in the 'ecological1

approach to patterns of location within cities. Such studies became identified

also by the labels 'urban geography1 and 'urban sociology1. These men took land

use patterns as their starting point and attempted, to produce explanations,,of

them largely by analogous comparisons with agricultural land use arrangements,;-

and with the zones resulting from the ecological competition between plant and

nnima.1 species. Their greatest contributions in retrospect may well have been

the stimulation of ever-growing amounts of demogrt.phic, sociological and .

geographical studies of cities, on which better theories could be built, and the .

inherent need for 'ecological' approaches to account for change as a central fact^

51. In the second place, the interest of the 'ecologists' in concentric zones

of land use in cities focussed the attention of others on the central area of the

city (analogous with von Thttnen's mc,rket place) and to the spatial arrangement
of systems of 'central places', and their formation into 'hierarchies*.

[>?.. The classic expressions came from Walter Christaller (1933) "ho showed

the relationship between the 'rarity' of a service and the population needed to

support it, the size of the 'field1 or 'hinterland1 within which such a popu

lation was contained, and the size of the central place itself. Christaller

demonstrated how, uncer specified conditions, a nested hierarchy of central

places would result, distributed in a hexagonal pattern of 'service areas'. In

the same year Colby (1933) identified 'centripetal' and 'centrifugal1 forces
sa work within cities^ ha.ving the effect of concentrating certain activities and

dispersing others?respectively. In contrast with Christaller whose work

suggests a static equilibrium condition, Colby and others were showing that

although such assumptions oi equilibrium may be necessary for the study of the

phenomena, these were in fact highly dynamic if not inherently unstable.

ti>* The 1940*5 saw further progress along several lines deriving from earlier

work. Outstanding among this was August Loach's synthesis (1940) and further
development of the rvenere.l theory of location along the lines pioneered by

earlier workers in studies of industrial location, central place hierarchies,

networks and the size e.n<i shape of service areas- Ullman (1941) advocated the
extension of centra! place theory to the study of the size and spacing of cities

anc". to the distribution of land uses within them. Later he and Harris (1945)

produced a seminal study of the patterns of lejid use distribution within

cities, developing the earlier 'concentric ring' and 'sector' hypotheses into

their 'multiple nuclei1 theory. Hoover (194$) continued the development

of work on the location of the firm but extended it significantly to include

treatment of locational change t competition for locations and the influence

of public policies ©n locational choice.

54» The state of affairs by the end of the Second Tforld !far was as follows:

Despite s. large number of studies made for many different purposes by people

from widely differing ?.cs.c'eniic and professional backgrounds, explanations of

the location or spatial patterning of human activities shcxed two great common

factors: _1/

1/ J. 3rian McLoughlin, Urban and. Regional Planning, A Systeir.o.- Approach, op.cit.
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<"9. The functionally inter-related central places of concentrated settlements
are structured in a loose hierarchy corresponding generally, but not exactly,
to their rr--.nk by population size. While the location of centres is determined

in part by requirements of production, the hierarchical aspect.* of the spatial
syoteai are determined mainly by the requirements of retail distribution,

including services, an:-- by consumers' shopping behaviour.

60. Such hierarchies ox central plr.cec are found in most market and semi-
market economies and comprise at their most basic level of activity, a pattern
of market towns each with its surrounding market areas and with residents of
er.ch area going to the nearest centre for their most common shopping and
service requirements. Ac increasing diotranoes from a given centre, consumers

are leoc likely to shop there frequently! and beyoni a point at which it is
easier to go to a neighbouring centre, the inhabitants fall outside the natural
market area of the first town and are more likely to go to the second town

instead.

61. At the next higher level of hierarchy, we find the intermediate market ,

centres providing a variety of consumer goods anr' services which draw consumers

from several surrounding market areas; and also provide some wholesaling functions

for the smaller market towns within their areas.

62. /,t the top of the marketing hierarchy is the major city of the territory

dominating the economic and usually the political, cultural and social life ,

of the intermediate centres and their surrounding constellations of marketing,

areas. An understanding of this concept helps the planner in the design and ,.

organization in space of" human settlements and location of productive activities
■ *-;n:l their linkages in the most optimum and rational manner in complete harmony

with th& environments within the region and therefore within the whole-country,

I legions

(>3. Specking in broad terms, economic and. social space is unbounded and

undivided - that is, the network of social and economic relationships extends

without interruption wherever interaction takes place? and every exchange of

j;oods or meassages affects and is affected, however indirectly, by all other

parts of the system. How, then, can one apeak of •regions", as distinct units

below the national levels? Clearly, separate regions cannot exist as closed

,-;»cio-economic systems unless all interaction with the outside world is

physically stopped - r, situation that rarely, if aver, exists in reality.

64, However, although analysing interaction in unbounded social sp?,ce brings

one closest tc reality, it is not possible to te.ckle more than a limited number

of factors at the came vims in such analysis. But in a limited universe of

observation, an approach can be found thr.t attempts to view comprehensively all

relevant aspects of systemic interaction. In this sense, defining a region may

be seen as a convenient, though somewhat arbitrary* analytical device.

Delineating the boundaries of a region will depend on the problem at hand. If

rlt is a tTuestion of ecological-systems, the region may be the watershed of a,,

river valley, the climatologicr.1 zone in which certain crops grow or the area1

An which certain minerals "re mined. Homogeneous cultural regions could be

coterminous with the settlements of given language groups- Political-
admin ictrative regiono are defined by law an-" the state apparatus. Retail marketii.-
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No. S.72.IV.7).
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Table_j.

Distribution of Development Plans by Sub-region ana Beginning; Year of Plan

( in number )

c , __ . Before 3970

° reS1On I960 1560-64 1965-69 onward Totals

North Africa - tj 5 2 12

1'Ject /frica 1 XI 9 4 25

Central Africa - ^ i; 1 11

Er.et Africa 1 7 II 6 2r

Totals
73

70. Dlatributipn of Development Plans by 3uc-re,gion anc Lengths of Perioc-. of Flan

Period of Plan

Short-term P/IecIium-term Long-term Total:

(less than 3 yrs) (3-7 yrs) (over 7 yrc)

North Africa _ j2 1 12

West Africa 1 24 -2$

Cen"! tcI Africr. 2 9 _ -^-j

Sect Africa 1. 23 1 p1-'

Totals 4 67 2 73

Source: Statistical gjid Sconomic Information Bulletin for Africa, No,?,

(UNEGA April 1973)
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71 • gic-tributian of African Countrieg. with Pl

. . Number of Development Plans Formulated

- /

Sub-region ' ' ■ Number of Plans Formulated- Total;

1 2 ' 3

Worth Africa Z 2 ' ?.

Uest Africa 19 2,

Central Africa - 4 1

East Africa 4 3^

a/ A few of the PXanr, formulated ere known to have been abandonned following

political changes talcing place in the countries concerned or for other reasons*

72. The short-term plans. c:s indicated in Table 2 (paragraph 70), are those
relating to Ghana . (mid--196C to mid-1970), Chad (1964-65), Central African Republic
(1965-66), and Tanzania (196.1/62-1963/64), while the long-term plans are those for
Sudan (1961-62 - 2970/71) and Malawi (1971-00)," It is not always easy to distinguish

between long-term plans or development programmes from those of forecasts or pro

jections.

73. From Table 3 (paragraph 71) it can be seen that out of the 35 countries with

development plane, 10 have had three unduplicated plans (i.e., with planning periods

not telescoped), lo countries have had 2 successive plans and 7 countries, con

sisting mostly of the newer countries with barely developed national accounts

statistics, have go far formulated: one development plan each, Of course, plans

vary greatly from country to country and even between successive plane within one

and the came country, in quality, coverage ?.no. comprehensiveness* The figures

giver, in Table 3 noulu have indicative vdue only and should, therefore be

interpreted with caution.

74. Of the total of 71 plans (see Table l) for 35 African countries with the

beginning year of the plan failing within the period 196C-72, a total of 16 are
current "running" plans* These include 2 for North Africa, 5 for ITest Africa,

1 for Central ;.£rica and C for East Africa, They includes ■ .

North Africa; Morocco (1968-72)J Sudra (1970/71 - 1974/75)
Ifest /^fricr.: Mauritania (1970-73) 3 Senegal (1969-73) S

Ivory Coast (l971-75)l Togo (1971-75) 5 and Nigeria (197^74)
Central Africa; Gabon (1971-7J)
East /.frica: Walawi (I971-Gc)s Zambia (1972-76)f Tanzania (1569-74)?

Uganda (1971/72- 3.975/76) 5 Kenya (1970-74)?
Somalia (1971-73); ISthiopia (1969-73)? Rnd Botswana
/ 1 s \

f X'
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Vr. For purpoceo of deification r. total of 35 Africa n.lanG will be used.
Tuey, represent the latest plan for each of the 35 countries concerned. Of ■

^Jt^T^9 ">e Cur"ent whiie the rcmainin- 1Q are auppoeedly to have'^
d ,h^r course. L rough analysis of -he plans indicate that 12 of tnera

^ri^ed' ^thGr 4 ^ b**d °n i^wclonlatic national account
ftuxher ,5 Here formulated bEeed on an adequate national accounting

n~tt^ ' ^^ed cectoral r^alysio, ^a only 4 involved the use of formal
^tx^,, nioteic oaseo. on a national accounts framework and inuut-outrwt !^

.a ol«si"°"tion ic undoubted:.'/ a very rough one, there axe border-

to one category or another of this classification. Of the 10 oroiect-ginc

/ic Fo «r^/ x-10^. For these a)l ? ^ "eEt Africa« ^d X e-h in No^h «* Centr.,
s adequate frameworic of national accounts otstiotio-

^.^ e he» «« P^- — for^lcvted, ^d thf
.-c were ooUged to r,d.opt the oeotopal plrjudng or oroject ,-^ro^ch. For

theee plans CrO!,th r,te, Were often not formu.V.tec. or specified.

plans and their physical ramifications

m- ilrit^ff c' hO at the
o* £Z,tn I P^S CO1::ltrieE of the Horf=. h^e identified some rcain
of aevelopment Th ild th

I ^ : =. h^e identified some rcain
ment. These include the elimination of ,-J.l forms of discri-

^ and exploitation, the assurance at all levels of society^ of tte ri.ht
* >«*.*, erv;u opportunity for social and economic advancement, and t*«

c i'^btif ofSinco"^ impi:°Verae"* in level- o- "vine and of just and 'equitable
cicbt 01 income. Among the means required to achieve these tos]- nre-

-^^^.P-ticipatiom .erratically based so^I S'

^1^^i

;'" f'f f-lrer'-dY st^vced 3Z African countriec now have economic deve^onm^nt
plans uaich envisage a certain count of investments. The execution oi^hL
P-°?™s o, aevelopment will cause i«nSe changes both in urban Ld rur'l

Prosramraes arc translated, into realities. It i^ i
chac vhese changes should be anticipated and planned for In advance

i^^i^U-^^^ °f '^^ deveioP—* Prosra.nmes are the
-u--i--ence 'o ' ^eeOsity to change the apiculture from r.
;;r°"reconomy Both ti f^ h
u--i--ence o y to change the apiculture fr

; ;"ic;r°", - - reconomy- Both tiiesa fe^::'eE h^e & ^«t impapuy~ical .or,,, .inu muse be accomnradated froia the

^^ Plan thct

i£^i°i^i^tribution.

and development" (General Assembly resolution
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ROLE OF REGIONAL PHYSICAL PLANNING

Oli The contribution of the physical planning system will be required at the

formulation stage in the choice of location of industries., of neu village

settlements, restructuring of existing 'settlement systems, so that the most"

economic use will be made of available land reoourceo.

G2. Although in moot African countries a sufficient number of government

agencies' exist to carry out the work of development, it is not ■ unusual? because

of lack of regional co-ordination, to discover that industrial or social plants

ore built uithout necesc-ry infrastructure, or at least with considerable time

lag in their provision to the detriment both of production and human welfare.

This reveals the need for co-ordination of ecoriomic and physical plane from

the beginning in order to"translate the development policies into a comprehensive

plan for action*

C-3« This is essential because in the process of accelrated urbanization large

sections of agriculture-! land are being, and increasingly will be transferred

from agriculture to industry, and'to other urban uses« There is consequently,

an urgent ne.eC. for national land policies uhich can help-guide this trcoisition

into desired channels. The physical planners7 role in this crucial period is an

extremely essential one. Through appropriate imd use planning, it is his job

to help this transfer of land to occur in an orderly fashion by reconciling the

the rights of the individual with the interests of the community* In addition,

by operating on the regional rather than the local scale of planning;, the planner

can help to obtain a desirable ba.lr.nce in the urbart/rural relationships! Ue will,

however, have to add new work tools to planning; in addition to zoning, building

codes and sub-division regulations, to achieve efficient location of industries

and commerce? the development of tra-nsport f power; and utilitiesp and suitable

arrangements for public administration on a regional rather than local sealer,

d4» The need for a physical planning service occurs separately at national,

regional and local levels, yet each level of service is inter-dependent, forming

a complementary part of the whole comprehensive physical planning process-

o5-» At, jrhg^na^ongj^level physical planning policies and progrnnimes must

conform to national economic and financial constraints and social objectives,'

must be based upon regional analyses and evaluations, and must be implemented

at the lecal level, aiming to meet local human needs and aspirations*

^* At the_ regional level development plans must conform with sine! give

physical expression to national economic and social objectives, must be based

upon regional surveys of local conditions and needs? and must provide a blue

print for the implementation of development at the local levelB

L'7* At_J:_h_e sub~re/Tional -Qc/^J^ggl■> development plans prepared in much

greater detail must make provision not only for the implementation of development

programmes and projects but for all forms of human need ruia activity. Constant

consultation, evaluation, cc-ordinc.tion and integration are obviously necessary,

and provision must be made for these within the machinery of government,

ou. Although the importance of physical planning advice and assistance at

the nationals policy-making level, cannot be stressed strongly enough-s it is

at the intermediate, regional level that physical planning makec its' greatest

contribution, for it is c:'c "Ihis level that national development policies are'

translated into physical form and, through the preparation of regional plans,

provide the detailed framework for development. It is also at this level
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hro"^ ~ co-.ict-.nt trio-way exch^e of information, national development

P^cies and local huatn needs and aspirations may beet be reconciled.

Organization of neRJonrJ. Physj

1 Phil Plnning

g

Hfl.tiong.1 Physical Planning

"■0 ■■ n'wic-1 DiarjiiiiF service will aluayc be an instrument of government
£xcy ^S^^it ic to have any positive beneficial effect on
development. Konever, such a oervipe nil! bare ^te,^ ; f^^f
remcinc a subordinate one c*:l if, for exa^le, ^ -™ 4^^*^
development r.Cency, such ac a deon^ent o^ puo,xc

fo-' r.scictinc the viorh of thr.t department.

S0. The .economic Pennine unif.^oh i°

4^^l*^W

fe^p^tf , lani^ry of Pi:«nce ,nd Sooncic Development or x^e.ux ,1en.,

tbi ultimo n^pjmciMlity fof l^^^^JS^IS^o'SS^.
either the Prime Minicver or rue luinxoter i scpon^ioie -Ul i^'

1. /t the nationcl level, the •economic■plennins unit', an accepted and;

=the development* proposals ox va

7"and for7eterminin£ the tiuinG of proposals for economic and

Gometiinec social £ro:rth.

. % -. - iMjjL! 4^ -^-ie.,0 needed at the national level.
■"2. A complementary 'phyexca^. p.-.iuining unu 1- —'°_pg

.ineipa! t«* f f national ^oica, Pl^nS unxt

^

:..n interpreting the social and econonac pxnns.

of the nhysictl planning unit at the ministry responsible for

'--^t ioirt^tu-'lec ^ t^o^o« teehnicr.1 policiec for actxon baoea on
^,to"« TI« r^ipcnoibility of the physical planninC unxt u»

Wurbanization problemc, urow ^ P y ^ .

i

Iiysical Planning;

9:. The function of the national physical planning io to lay down national
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settine for regional
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local
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Such ?. programme should be carefully P^
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is a question of malting legal and administrative arrangements; it is also a question
of training sufficient number of physical planners. The local authorities will

have the statutory regional physical plans as the guide to the form of development

their district is to take. It will be up to them, with the necessary guidance

of the central or regional authorities, to produce development plans for their
towns and for the rural areas*

103. Local physical plans so produced should be checked by the regional office
and after the appropriate process, woulc be authenticated by approval at national

level. It is envisaged, of course, thav during the preparation of the local
master plans the closest co-operation wouic be maintained at local and regional

level, whether the local authority produced the master plan itself or wh-.ther it

was produced by the regional authority on behalf of the local government(district

or town). The local physical plan would contain a certain amount of material
handed down by the central government such as roads forming the national grid,
location of industry? etc.

104. The main function of local physical planning would be the detailed design
of the urban and rural land-use pattern, the laying-out of the planning standards
and the detailed scale of public facilities and amenities to guide and control

private and public development. Development by private persons continues to form
the bulk of building work in the local economy md there are very distinct

advantages in having the responsibility for development application procedure

lying at local level. Private applications for planning approval are essentially
a parochial matter reouirinC local knowledge of conditions and requirements and
must be dealt with by procedures close to anr; understood by the people.

Guarantees and safeguards against the frustration of regional and national consi
derations are inherent in the statutory approval of the local master plan from which
the local authority cannot depart without agreement. Safeguards against graft,

neootism, and misapplication of development control procedures can be introduced

by allowing decisions on appeals to be with the national authority for physical
planning.

10;;- Techniques for the implementation of minor public works, public buildings
an.;, improved agricultural methods by the people at local level through self-help
am! community developed projectc should be developed. The preparation of local'
pl.-innxng schemes is essential to the satisfactory percuit of the above techniques,
an:! to ensure that maximum effort of the people is fully integrated and the right
things put into right places, and at the right time.

106. The ultimate suitability of the national physical development plan and the
regional physical development plan will be seen in the practical results at local
level. The intelligent use of the three tier system of physical planning and
development, not only ensures correct interpretation of national policies but
enables the people to understand the implications of development at their own
level, by which they gain confidence and inspiration to build the nation and to
gain self-reliance.

Implementation of_Planning Organization

107. Plan implementation has been stressed in the majority of the newly formu
lated development plans for African countries. The executive agencies are the
government ministries or other state or parastats.1 organs in charge of the sectoraJ
projects, with the planning office aix. the finance ministry having an overall
supervisory function. Sometimes this function is discharged by a Planning
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Commission whose members are usually the economic and social affairs ministers of

the government, including the governor of the central bank. 1/

1G&, There r.re three major problems on the road to implement a planning

organizations

(1) Integration of three aspects (economic, social and physical

into one comprehensive system of activities.

(2) Development of the system of planning simultaneously with the

development of administration, in the country concerned.

(3) Training of physical planners.

109. Actually due to the lack in moat African countries of a proper regional

planning organization a Ministry such as that of Housing or Public Works is

responsible for physical aspectsof economic and social development,, This

situation creates many problems of co-ordination and decision-making, especially

when matters of land allocation are in the hands of another Ministry or agency;

and matters of infrastructure development are allocated at yet a third Ministry

or agencyo

110o From the point of view of natural phaces in preparation of investments

an a rational consequence of all planning, it is useful to subdivide the long

process of planning into two phaces at least;

(l) Phase of general planning: national, regional and local in the

form of Master Plans;

{?.) Phase of detailed planning; residential, industrial, services,

infrastructure, etc„

111- The phare of general planning will be physical integration of economic

and social, planning. Its major task will be general land-use planning, Phase

of detailed planning will be concerned with the allocation of structures on

areas appointed by the Master Plan following general postulates concerning

intensities of uses and other technical parameters, included in the Miacter Plane

112. This sub-division of planning process indicates rational allocation accor

ding to the nature of the particular phase and its functional links with other

governmental departments,- Thus, phr.se of general planning should be allocated

at the Ministry responsiole for economic affairs and development planning; which

is responsible for all respects of planning:; and phs.se of detailed planning

should be allocated, at the Ministry responsible for housing which is also

responsible for the technical comprehensive preparation of the investments.

113- Adoption of planning regions and development of local government in the

African countries will strengthen the role of planning in the national economy

and will induce decentralization of administration and planning on the regional

and district, town, levels Regional and District Administrations should thus

possess more power and responsibility to deal with their problems for the benefit

of the local and national economy, at the same time.. Regional Planning will be

moved from a central setting to a regional one, and the .local planning will be

moved to a district and toim level.

l ant- Economic Information Bulletin for Africa, No. 2 (SCA,April 1973)
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114« In the meantime Governments should, do their utmost to train locally a

sufficient number of physical planners on different levels and different

specializations to cope with the problem of staffing. A United Nations assisted

institute for Physical Planning Assistants exists in Dar~ea-Salaam, Tanzania.

Students of geography, economics, sociology and political science and possibly

civil engineering could choose physical planning as an optional specialization.

Physical planners with architectural backgrounds could be trained abroad until '

local training facilities are established. A United Nations assisted urban and

regional planning course ic available at the University of Ibadan, Nigeria.

POPUIATIONj URBANIZATION^ AMD CONTROL MEASURES

lij. One can begin with the ctark demographic dimensions. Population increase

is simply the excess of births over deaths. For meet of man's history the two

have been in relative equilibrium. Only in the last ccntnry have they been

seriously unbalanced. "It required 1600 years to double the world population

of 250 millions as it stood in the first century A*D. Today, the more than

3C00 million on earth will double in 35 years time, an:- the .world1 s population '

will then be increasing at the rate of an additional 1000 million every 8 yearsJ"l

116, To project the totals beyond, the year- 2000 becomes so demanding on the
imagination p.s to m?.ke the statistics almost incomprehensible. It ic calculated

that a child born today and living on to his 7C'g would know a world of 1^,000

million. His grandson would chare the planet with 60^000 million. In_6| centurie

there woul^jpc ore human b^in^^stanc.irig on every cauare foot ofland

117» The average population growth rate of the world at large is 2 per cent,

Manv developing countries are burdened with a rate of 3S Per cent or more. What

is frightening is that, a population growing at 1 per cent doubles itself in

70 years? a/t 2 per cent it doubles in 3S yearsj at 3t ps" cent it doubles in only

20 vears*

llo . T?.king Africa alone, it has been projected that by the end of this century

the population of the continent will increase by 5C0 million ~ almost treble the

present number, which will create enormous planning problems for governments,. -:

This win be reflected in the need for the basic necessities of food, clothing

and shelter, all of which can be coen in terms of lant>uoe» But bade

necessities are not enough. This is wiry governments in formulating their gocxo-

economic development plane accept r.c principal .objectives the improvement of

levels of living and the quality of life of their people, This implies - apart

froiii better food, clothing and housing - education, health, employment, water,

electricity, recreation; communication., cultural and spiritual satisfaction. All

thene activities take place in space, moot of them on earth.,

119" The increr.se in population will slno create enormous planning problems

for governments because it will be reflected in the expansion of existing urban

centres, pa'irticulsrly the primate citiec, to unmanageable levels unlecc steps

are taken to ensure that there are plane for the proper distribution of employment

throughout the country,

120, Apart from agriculture, human settlements sxo by ;:?.r the biggest user of

lane. Since agricultural land is also the most suitable for human settlements,

gooc. agricultural land, ic becoming increasingly scarce. Even in the largest of

1/ Robert S. MacNamara - "Race against time" in Dialogue, Vol, 7r No.2; 1974.
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of African countries, a spatial analysxs^wou c^ cc^tDge of the total are?,

population io concentrated inf. relatively oma p 'nvironmentaliy unsuitable-
popuj-<;i».j.vii j.^ —— _ ,,yficG';- :Ynd environmenbtiixy u"-^-"

when deserts, forests, mountains, water -uriu o . /ifric?n countries to plan

land ic deducted. There ior therefore, - aiio - - strategy for
the develooment of human set. lemento as an .ntegrv., pat
national economic and social development plans.

121. Such a strategy calls for i _,-tion ot ?rc?c aim i^^-—
national and regional levels and the aeline* ^ ^y^ ?n& protected. Areas

developed and exploited, as agams'c those - * de^rcated with consideration of

for industrial and urban development wxll ^ ^r\ranoDort and comnranity
their total environmental needs - housing, utilities, -laiu,,

facilities.

j con^ro1s are recessary

122. Within urban regiono, more P^^^^^ion-hip^ between activities.
to assure balanced and proper locations inter i <~ ^ roo to determine
This first calls for detailed evaluation o, the £ - ^ ,^ ^ Qf the

the most appropriate pattern ox aevelopmeni, con^ ^ transport systems

area. Within this basic framework major ^J^ J density of urban
«il5. provide more precise guidance for the lection in

activities-

, *.• - r-r-ninarx r1Gvelon--'nP countries of a national human
123. Without adoption oy Air^anj.™fPre|ional development planning, the presen.

d urbanization will continue to

deteriorate.

increased
the overall effects of population increase i-^j^ ^^
_ „ jt«~^ -%-nr-i finpyov! "i.r5.3.decuate nousmg <~i - oofood and energy? inadequate nouuiiife ^ ^ ^. growth

uch ?s for agriculture and recreation?

structure? rising value oi Ir.nc, Ui..c

(o) effects on the rural areas include stagnationJ^

rpartSeOin°de^loS ^ in applieation^of tech,olof, fall
in agricultural production, deterioration ox cuaxit/ o. life.

and ^--sss^^^
--ii norjii"3 p^ion reacheda^p-pa-i -? ■- -i-/-\[--ii norjii3 p^ion

125. According to-.il^le statistic^ e «r a ^ta^p-pa- ?

3,63S million inhabitants m 19/C Oi tao.e, *sJ^ m ^ picture

?ivL inurban areas and the re™ 3 per c ^ ^^^^tD seri living
T^^ifmo: ^rie^ in I960, 33 P^ cent and United Karons

MfHH
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projections chow that by the year 2C0G, the majority of the earthco population

will be urban dwellers. This phenomenon can be ceen against the fact that prior

to 1850, no country wr_s as urbanized as the world is in general today,

126* By dividing the world into two groups according to levels cf urbanization,

it becomes apparent that the one group in which more than 50 per cent of

population is urban includes the more developed regions while*the other group

with less than 50 per cent of urban population includes the less developed

regions* In 1970 the more developed regions were 66 per cent urban whereas

the le.os developed ones uere 25 per cent urban. Taken aloney Africa has about

three quarters of its countries with lees than 30 per cent urban. But although

the leact urbanized of the world regions, Africa's rate of urban growth ic the

highest in the world. \S per cent per annum,) and more than half of thic increase

ic due co migrationa

127. The fact that the majority of the migrants arc attracted by the larger

cities can be ocen from the following statistics in Africa0 In Lusaka, capital

of "ambia, in 1964? migrants represented £$ per cent of the total population

increase. The capital of the Ivory Coast, Abidjanp increased by 129POCG

inhabitantc from 1955 to 1963 and 76 per cent of this increase was due to

migration,, Lagos, federal capital of Nigeria, increased by 393^000 inhabitants

in the decade 1952-1962 and 75 per cent cf these were migr?-ntcn In Nairobi,

capital of Kenya, migration accounted for 50 per cent of ita expansion during

the last decade.-. 1/

12o. By contrast;, in developed countries, the growth of cities, within their

legal boundaries, ic mainly due to the natural increase of the city population

itself while there is a tendency of migration away from the city to the suburbs

generally located outside its administrative boundary^

129 • Action, therefore;, is required to redirect the migratory currents, buil!d-up

alternative growth-poles, implement plwsicalj economic and social plans in the

existing citiec to make them a more favourable environment for development., ■ '■■

A'!:tempts to reverse or delay the urbanization process will only result in scattering

meagre resources and achieve too little all-round rural development to make any

effective impact on the trends of population redistribution,, A successful re- "

distribution of the productive forces can only be possible within the frame

work of a regional development planning strategy covering the whole nation.

1,'jO. In some of the industrialized countries where development hac been a

gradual process, there need not be a real distinction between rural and urban

life as sucho Bobh may be considered integrated in a society in balance with1!

its environment as a whole. In developing countries on the other hand, there ■

exist two levels of life which crji be readily distinguished and which are known

a» urban and rural. In these we find a definite and rapid immigration from

rural to urban areas which is greater than the corresponding economic, political

aisd industrial development can absorb without creating problems of a serious

nature,. The factors are mostly of an expulsive and attracting typee

131. The expulsive factors ares

(a) Lack of opportunity for employment in rural areacj

(b) Inadequate distribution of land tenure in some cf the countries;

T7 UorldfHouoing Survey, UNDraft Document. 2/CNc6/l29rl973*
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(c) Absent or insufficient appropriate education centres (secondary

schooling ) and other basic services (sanitary, recreational, etc.)j

(d) Lack of government action policy in compliance with the observable

problems'prevailing in each country;

(e) Existing imbalance in investments uhich are larger in urban than
in rural areas?

(f) Escape from the stagnant atmosphere of what is considered old-
fashioned social, family and kinship relationships.

132. The attracting factors are:

(a) Excessive centralisation of the big cities, especially of
administrative, economic and social activities, i.e. - more job

opportunities ?

(b) Concentration of industry?

(c) Better means of communication and all the amenities of technological

progress of the city. ■

133» Thus the conceruences are: (a) degraded age-structure of the rural

population; (b) relative deterioration of the skill-structure? and (c) slowing

down of the process of developing an industrial or viable agricultural society,

134* The rural popxil.a.tion then migrates mostly in search of urban standards.

It has been assumed that when they can achieve this standard in their place

of residence, they are likely to stay there as e. constructive element. Therefore,

we should aim at a modernization and urbanization through dynamic planning which

will include the provision of education and all other facilities for the rural

population.

135- Vlhat are the policies and measures for the improvement of rural conditions

and attainment of a balanced urban-rural development? The answer is by means

of development planning based on carefully identified goals and objectives

and supported by financial,, legislative and administrative tools*

Review of problems and opportunities of urbanization

136. Throughout the developing world the city stands as a warning of an

unequal development process that, if no action is taken, could break down in

the coming decades. '

137- The real problem is the distorted nature of urbanization, both in terms

of over-concentration of the urban population in a few larger centres, and in

terms of the unintegrated physical, economic, social and cultural characteristics
of these centres,

13*-" Available evidence indicates that the phenomenon of metropolitan growth

and its well-known attendant difficulties and problems will become progressively

more serious in the immediate and foreseeable future in moot countries of the

world. Yet, it must be understood that while there are many problems &nd

difficulties of metropolitan growth an:" development, urban growth is both

desirable and, inevitable. A high decree of urban development is a necessary
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fac-is fo- farther ^.veionment rad progreas of society, /ico, new possibilities^
irSe"^S^rS^S7"ln any crje, society can and must find suitable patterns ^or
the distribution of the world's ever-growing population. This can be achievec in

every country by e. strategy of regional planning.

139.. The total impact of a city is not a negative one, ao the city leads the
wry for »rogrecc in industry and in levels of living *nd culture. An ultimate
aim of regional planning is indeed to eliminate the existing disparities becween
£^ and'country. The great challenge. io to mould ^..Gocio^econonac, physic?.* >

i^A^^G "ortnv of the potentialities of the highlJjt
alized society of the future* [

1A0. I" the city in history has been the great contrivance for human-progress,

then it must be restored to. that role. The first step is to see cities ma system,
within the context of population distribution policies and overaxx programmes oi-

urbanization, distributed and phased in terms of the larger panorama oi develop

ment, with appropriate roles for cities of various sizes, locations and .ypec,

each offering" its social and cultural as well as its economic benefits, wnere
the claims and demands of the urban and rural sectors are considered jointly ■ ano.

simultaneously in their regional framework.

HI. If large citiec continue to grow, that growth must be co-ordinated by better
nlanning and organization than has been known in the post-independence years.

What has not been attempted on any significant scale ic the development of new ^
growth nolec, new regional centres related to national development, as dictates
by social, physical, political and economic conditions. Urban growth might be
ncsred to regional growth in agriculture, to the opening'up of mineral resources or

the: decentralization of industry, where land can usually be secured at reaoonaole
co-;t in rrfvance as it was, for instance, for Ghana's new port at Tema. Other
examples of integrating and co-ordinating urban growth with other development

will be given later in this paper.

14;'. ;/ithin a comprehensive and integrated regional planning framework", one set
of policies would deal with the main cities. They should be directed towards a,
se" ective strengthening of their economic base and allied services. Those pro-

durtive activities best carried out at the central locations would be iaentifxefc,
ana types and scales of enterprisec would be determined and means of accommodating
th.*n set forth. National governments should pay attention to supporting services,

such as housing, education, etc., with a view to channelling those investments

which are made at the centres in the moot productive manner.

145. But in countries where the problem of concentrated migration and economic

growth of primate cities is severe, there must be a commensurate effort by the
national government to select new loci for concentration away from the main
centres. Here, national governments should promote the decentralization of
development and set in notion for other regions the process of dynamic growth

that so far has been restricted to the main national centres.

144. One advantage of this policy is obvious. A regional pattern of urban
growth automatically lessens the dominance of the primate cities. "I'c thrusts
development back into the hinterland and diversifies the system of transport

pni communications which tends particularly in Africa and Latin America to run

do:jn to the coasts without lateral connextions and to make access to Europe and
North America easier and cheaper than to the backland at home"0 1/
T7 Gymgojium on the Impact of Urbanisation on Man's Environment., eponsoreci by the

United Nations in Co-operation with the International Trade Union of the United
Automobile, Aerospace and Agricultural Implement TIoi^ers of America, held at the

United 'Nations Headcuarters, New York, June 13-20, 1970.
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Urban areas as centres of innovation

1A5. Throughout the world, the metropolitan centres are the "centres of activity
and innovation, focal points of the transport and communications networks,
locations of superior accessibility at which firms can most easily reap scale
economies and at which industrial complexes can obtain the economies of locally
zation. It is those centres, therefore, which encourage labour specialization in
productive activities and efficiency in the provision of cervices. Metropolitan
centres standing at the top of the urban hierarchy and at the cen.re ox each of
the hinterland region of a given country are therefore the nodes whose connexions

integrate the national economy, the foci to which society tarns xor cxmulus.
Agricultural enterprise ic more efficient in the vicinity of cities. The more
t.rosoerous commercialized agricultures encircle the major cicies, wnereaa the
Pe-ipheries of the *reat urban regions are characterized by backward, lower income

economic systems. In highly developed and urbanized countries >.n the rfest,
it has been shown"that there is a process of -trickling-down5 and spreading of
urban technology and innovation from the metropolis down to the hj.nterj.anu ana
that this process is facilitated by the presence of a hierarchical system of

settlements.

146. In developing countries, on the other hand, a different picture emerges.

Instead of development 'crickling-down1 the primate city anc spreading its
effects outwards within urbpji fields, growth is concentrated i:i a few metro
politan centres, and a wide gulf between raetroplis and smaller cities is apparent.
Rother then articulation (of development) there is polarization. The question re
why is this so. There are two classes of reasons, one ic institutional, the other
functional. Both are known to impair filtering proceaso uider co^cnAal

rule, most empires were controlled by holding key cities and strategic pointy
that linked the colonial network. For colonial powers to extend and consolidate
their authority in alien social and geographical territories- cities were *.heir

necessary base of action- Mhere colonial economy permitted, as -n India ^ anc
elsewhere, the British rule centred in the capital ana pwisatai ciues uotn lor
maintaining an integrated and authoritarian adiP-iniGtrat.Lva str-uctvre anc. for
securing the economic base of its power, the collection of tax,^ and control over
the exportation of raw materials and the importation of gooas o\ oricisn manu

facture. Zloewhere in South East Asia, the structure of colonial economy aid
not permit the cities to be gnerr.tive of economic growth, 'i hs coloraa cxtiea

were subordinate to the metropolis and world trade, acting as :.oc:r_ for the alien

middleman and effectively inhibiting local economic growth*

H7. The colonial cities did, however, contribute to social development by
helping to form modern indigenous elites and to foster naticr.il3.st movements

and they restructured traditional economic patterns to focus on the cities,
initiating massive inward flows of rural migrants. The resulting high rates
of oooulation growth presented a further functional reason for ciunlity, xor they
outotripoed rates of economic growth in the cities after tho countries acmevea
independence, and this confounded any'trickle-down'process that ^LCht have emergeo..

The result was to worsen the way of life outside the metropolis ana simultaneously

to increase the urban labour supply at all levels, but particularly amongsthe
un-l'illGc:, rt a p:ce th^t lias never permitted economic expansion to meet the
rising flow of metropolitan wage rates? thus, growth cannot decentralize naturally.

140, This systematic confounding of the1trickle-down'mechanism is particularly
acute where there is a single "primate city" and sizable alternative growth
centres are absent. Only after extended periods of continues economic growth^
at rates Greater than population growth have the smaller developed or developing
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countries been able to re-establish hierarchical diffusion of growth impulses,

and only under these conditions does primacy then abates.1/

14?• The societal gulf that accompanies primacy cannot be overcome by radical

means that bypass the institutional and functional barriers to filtering and

spread which have emerged in many countries and which appear to be cumulatively

deepening. Channels must be opened between centres and periphery and between

large and sma.ll centres. 'Diffusion-times1in the channels must be shortened by

changes in accessibility and communications. Alternative growth centres need

to be established to do by fiat what laissez-faire movement of the population

prevents. Transport improvements and effective use of the mass media in

transmitting new ideas and practices are one key; but in the absence of new

growth centres, they arc a double-edged sword. Increasing awareness of regional

differentials and the perceived attractions of the primate city have done much

to compound primacy in recent years. An equa.1 effort must be placed on the

provision of alternative centres of innovation of sufficient size to develop both

viability independent of the primate city and perceived attractiveness commen

surate with what the primate city has to offer.

150, It may be argued that if the national growth rate is kept high, alternative

growth centres will emerge naturally as part of the development process. But

the lagging peripheries cannot wait for what may be a long-term process^ Variety

of manpower skills, aggressive entrepreneurship and an elaborate infrastructure

arc the characteristics of the polarizing influence of urban areas. Simple

observation shows that, in developing countries, big cities are getting bigger

and the pattern of their industries, while simultaneously developing local markets

of increasing size, have fostered rapid internal economic development. Rapid

growth of cities due to their industry-mix does not, however, preclude competitive

shifts in favour of other cities or, indeed, other regions*

151. A growth-centre policy that seeks to facilitate end ease the1trickle-down'

and spread mechanisms might both speed the pace at which activities are de

centralized from great urban areas, and, potentially; set up pre-requicitos of

competitive shifts that would favour the backward regions* Since, efficiency

and attractiveness of urban communities are significant ingredients in regional

economic growth, both city planning and .qrowth-contre strategies are key

s in area development; even in that of rural region:

152« The regional planning problem that emerges is one of replicating and

administering a systematic process of decentralization while continuing to con

centrate innovative large-scale and capital-intensive activity in the largest

urban places, the only centres capable of exerting significant economic leadership.

The issxiieo that arise s.re therefore: (.?.) determination of the desirable hierarchy

of growth centres and urban fields? (b) specification of the activities appro

priate to centres of each level 5 (c) formulation of strategies for inducing the

decired development. It might be thought that settlement planning is just a

pacsivc variable in development - a way to accommodate growth$ but this is

definitely not the case with growth-centre strategies. Because of the weakness

of trickle-down1 mechanisms at 'chc upper levels of the urban hierarchy and from

metropolitan regions to the inter-motropolitan peripheriesr in developing countries,

these strategies provide a way to induce growth processes to extend more

speedily than they otherwise would and in the direction of natural movement

rather than counter to it.

1/ J.Li- Berry: "Social Change as a Spatial Process", in International Social
Rural Development Review No.4.
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153« Urban and regional development is an integral "part of the broader procooc

of national economic and social development. And yet, paradoxically enough, it

remains a rather neglected aspect of national development. In the developing

countries of Africa this is more so.. Since independence, significant advances are

being made in the matter of economic and social development mostly through

economic planning measures. At the came times however7 acceleration in the pace

of economic growth is activating or accentuating the related process of urbani

zation and problems of imbalance between regions ac well as between urban areac

of different population sizcs3 Superimposed as they are over the grossly un

satisfactory, often nicerable* housing;, environmental, and living conditions in

most African countries7 these new trends arc becoming urgent social issues.

The ccv.lo end intensity of those issues is bound to grow as tcchno-economic

development proceeds further.

154» Provided appropriate policies and strategics arc adopted by governments?

the African countries have the opportunity to achieve efficient economic and

social development without having to commit some of the costly mistakes which

marked tho industrial development history of many e. developed countries. This

should bo feasible by imparting to economic development policies-and programmes*,

the locat:.or:al and spatial dimension - a dimension which in most cases they

have hitherto lackeda Alternatively, it calls for a harmonious synthesis of the

two types of planning, namely, socio-economic old physical. And this synthesis is

best achieved at the rcrJoiml levels

155c At least three factors make it unnecessary for the developing countries

to repeat the mistakes of industrialized countries;-

(a) A wealth of information and experience is being gathered by

scientists and practitioners in urban affairs throughout the worlds

(b) I.'-)dcrn technology and science offer a wider range of possibilities

for the distribution of people and settlementst and for raising

the levels of livings

(c) At present there exists a definite public responsibility for

physical, economic md social development.

156j To see how other countries both developed and developing have tackled

some of their urbanisation problemss a survey of a number of measures adopted

by then io given belows

1^izatic>n

157= Industrial decentralization policies are generally adopted to achieve

two purposea, often for both at the same time; (i), ac a tool to develop the

relatively underdeveloped regions or arocs in industrialised countries such as

France? Italy, the United Kingdom aiic Japan? and (ii) to keep industrial growth

away from congested and relatively highly developed areas. In countrice with

centrally--plcnncd economics; industrial decentralisation is used as an integral -

part of national piano of settlement hierarchies} regional development priorities-,

arid analysis of tcchnicr.1 and economic requirements of specific locational

mmmmm
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111. Come government3 seeking to guide private sector vocational decisions,,

adopt one or both tho following policies: (i) restrictions on nou industrial
development and on substantial expansion in already developed areas; and (ii) ,:
incentives fov locating outside the already developed or congested areas. Gome

governments have specified whore development will be supported through various,

incentives (grants', tax reductions, loans, infrastructure provisions, etc.), but
niimy national plans or policy statements only specify areas where further

development is" not wanted and subsidize development everywhere but in the stated

areas*

1J-Q, However, decentralisation policies arc closely related to rural development

in predominantly agricultural economics in such countries as Bangladesh, India,

Kunya end the United Republic of Tanzania. In these countries, the urban

settlements closely tied to agricultural development are the principal recipients

o;;f the planned, industrial decentralization, except for large-scale investments1

or industries bound to specific locations. India has adopted a package of

policies that try to curb the growth of large cities and, at the same 'cime,

support the growth of or creation of smaller centres in the urban hierarchy -

particularly service centres.

160. However desirable decentralisation may socm, it has to take place against

some of the strongest unplanned forces of modern society- i.e* the sucking,

pulling attractions of megalopolis or the primate city. Cities are organic ,1

things, requiring a strongly nourished economic and social lifCj and to pick m

sites at random without thought for the veins and arteries of tho larger body

politic present in the city, increase costs and create wholly unsatisfactory ■

communities• It is therefore essential to give due consideration to the

economic and technical requirements of industrialisation which tend to intensify

concentration«

161. Governments favouring decentralization must not sacrifice efficiency of

industry to this need. In the case of India, ineffective implementation

mochanicms and the dilemma of decentralization of industry versus loss of

efficiency have led to a situation where decentralisation has hot: been significant,

and major urban concentrations continue to grow disproportionately. Attempts '

have been made to create satellite towns around big cities (20-25 miles out of
the city) to absorb tho population increase, but rec -Its as yet have not been

made known. 1/

162. Since the end of the Second VJorld Nar the economy of Yugoslavia has been

characterized by industrialization- and decentralization of industry. The

plan emphasizes balanced development of social, cultural, occnomic and

jT.xjeraDhical aspects. Scrvicec and development assistance have been distributed

evenly among settlements of varying sizes with the emphasis given to the

encouragement of industrialization and other non-agrarian activities in villages

and small towns with tho aim of accentuating the development of smaller settle

ments. The result of this policy has been that although the increase in non-

agrarian employment has been even in settlements of different sizes, strong

disparities developed among the various regions of the country with Slovania

having'a higher income than the rest of the republics.

163. Japan, in its efforts to redistribute the population came up with a

novel solution. Rather than creating new towns, it opted for the development of

certain areas. The first solution is known as "adjustment" belts surrounding

industrial concentration areas, The second solution comprises industrial growth

TT World Housing Survey, ON Dra<t Document E/C.6/129-
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points created to act ac development cgentc for br.okwp.rd areas surrounding the

"adjustment" belts* This development pattern would be In a functional relation-

chip with existing major centres for which purpose the transportation and communi

cation systems are organised, accordingly= The administrative functions, the

development of agriculture and irrigation, of power and transportation, of tourism

and manpower,, and of now industrial development are planned comprehensively to

bring about a settlement hierarchy and a desired pattern of population distribution,

164 • Social scientists s-.net governments have been widely advocating rural
development ao sji indispensable component of urban development strategy* Such a

strategy has implicaticnc in terms of urban-rural migration, markets for

industrial products^ encouragement or creating of agricultural service centres,

alternative centres of employment to curb migration to major urban areasf and

creation of nodes from which modernisation will radiate into the countryside.

Such a strategy would also improve the rural environment in order to make it.

more attractive for the peasants nnc. promote the establishment and consolidation

of well-ccuipped service centres which Kill satisfy the educationally cultural and
sanitary needs of the dispersed rural population*

I65. .Examples of rural development strategics in Africa can be cited from the
United Republic of Tanzania, Konya, Zambia and Senegal* In these countries some

"growth poles" have been identified from among towns located within the rural .

areas to receive intensive development with the aim of reducing the urban-rural

imbalcJice. The Tanzanian strategy of organizing a network of Ujamaa villages,

rural co-operatives and industries ro boost rural life is r.otewo*rthy7 :'But
lack of resources and administrative capacity has not allowed the service

centres and growth poler. to develop as planned™" 1/

166. The development of new townc i.o advocated with the aim of reducing the
growth of metropolises and also tro inixlntb or promo fcp>" the devalopraBrrt of

certain regions Now towns c?..n be (divided inco three types; (^resettlement
towns usually for refugees ac in India or for tnc purposes of development of

resources in a certain vxoz-. as in Ghana, Egyptf and Sudan? (?.i) over-spill towns

for the removal or dicpercal of population frotr. metropolitan centres as in Cairo,

Egypt? and (iii) employees towns to provide accommodation for workers in places
where housing is scarce or non-existent .r.s in minings and similar resource

development activities»

167. New towns were pioneered in the United Kingdom for the purposes of
relieving pressure on London m\£ also for the boosting of certain depressed

areas* Since then many developed countries have followed ouita

I681 A special place is cccupxec' by the Soviet Union, which leadc in the
number and economic significance of its new townc. The industrialization process

which the country has undergone in the last 50 years was simultaneously accompanied

by the establishment of networks of now towns on a. nationwide scalee According

to the 1959 census, 400 new towns out of 1,250 towns of 10,000 population were
established on sitcc; whore no urban nucleus had previously existed. The Soviet

New Towns are established, within the framework of regional economic planning and

comprehensive physical planning. The woil-Ic:icim problem brought about by the ini

tially small size =f the new towns ar-j tackled" by applying the- 'cluster principle1

1/ World: Housing Survey - UN Draft Document- E/C6/129*
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of establishing several interconnected new towns; in close proximity to each other,
oie^uju^i^t ^ ^ .jti'-^c- -ne-gy ^—ncportation and-recreation systems*

EnSh^i^shouIdbe n-aco that\'he Soviet'now town policy is accompanied by another
uXn"poli-y of slowing down the grovth of the largest cities ana encouraging .the,
development of email anc. modium-size towns, thus balancing the city-size 0,0- .

tribution in the country., .

KiQ /Dart' from LUo^o, the no," capital of Malawi there are not many new ,
towns in to-eloping African countries with the exception_of tnocc plannea in .
conjunction with largo development schemes such as Tema^in Ghana, ^na.hm£
Girba in the-Sudan and Naser City in Egypr, out xhore «re . f*v uno^ ^f
or in -ctivo process of imolomcntation. Mention can be made ox -e capital cic}
of W-t Dodona, tho* Suez Canal Zone to^o in Egypt and the regional -
town of FAU in tho Sudan which will be. built in conjunction with the S^fQ»££
"pricultu-^3 —home. However, it will be interesting to wait and ceo the^cfiect
the Trano-Afric* Highway may have on human settlements along its long rouceo

1-70. Regional plans of various kinds have been adopted by governments
dcvclooing but most particularly in developed countries as measure., to n
act urbanization, to develop certain areas and to disentangle large ^

albo mentioned; (i) regional resource p^rnc , _ t

tho Mekong Delta in Indo-Ghina, tho Tennessee. Vaiiey ^^J^1
America, the Bsndanu^- Valley in Ivory Coast; the Khashr
the Guayas 'River, and others? (ii) rural regional pi;
connexion with opening of new lands, agraririi reform , .ppHvf,

■ 4- . '-m\ ~r.r\—i-r— 1 rericnal "Tone adopted as development polxcy objective
projects? \xxi-) .ncu^r^l regicn^.i r-<~"- -" ? . ^vrV.ninont ?vnd
towards provision of employment, decentralization or, industrial .evc.opmen. and
the gco^rohic,! distribution of population? end (iv) metropolitan regional PUn..
for the^large agglomcraticnc where problems become of such r, magmtuac rhat

they require a special regional approach,

■REGIONAL PHYSICAL PLANKING IN THE AFRICAN CONTEXT: POLICIES AMD CONSTRAINTS'

■ ■

TFT One ^IT^erT^ abandon V.^ d^rp contracts between decentralization ana
1-ho" contxnuc-d tx-endc to centralisation and suggoet inroad a regional ecolog^c.l
or environmental approach'to urbanisation as one key factor "1.^.^ol%^
of change brought about by scientific and technoi'ogxcai moaernxoa^on^

±S zsz-sssrirp;r

i rocion, the beet possible urban anc non-uroan

..inviroiimcnt for the developing society. /

172, /■ successful strategy of urban control demands , therefore, an acceptance
offairly detailed planning Thoce responsible need a picture -first of existing
oor-ccntrationc ox people, of the distribution and use ox resources, the nacion
.linec of communication, the present movements of migration ana the size, .
character and adaptability of existing settlements TnerO W: follow P^aictxye
otudico of populavion growth a^d moment> of the types and soaic of agricul^r.l
■aid indu3tr-.-e.-L production that can be introduced or. expanded. On the baoi- oE
-uch" -tu^i-G, «*«:". -..-::': has a "bettor chance' to' work out a pattern o± uroan-
ization and development for regions which appear to make up what one might call

the natural watersheds of human geographyt
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173. Formulation of broad development conceptc and a varying degree of economic

planning have become functions of government in practically all countries since

World War II. In a growing number of countries, health, education, housing, and

social welfare have alco become important components of national development.

However, the changes in the physical environment which .ouch plans impose have been

only rarely considered to be an equally significant part of development,, But

unless all these changes are anticipated and planned for at the came time, the

full measure of social gain may not materialize at all, and economic goals may

themselves be highly jeopardised.

174. There is a rapidly growing recognition that professional disciplines

working independently are not sufficient to bring about balanced optimum national

development. Comprehensive approaches arc necessary, and these must be integrated

about major development fronts. Urban development ic certainly one of these,

and urban physical planning represents a prc-rcquisitc to the fullest economic

and social progress.

175. Another front presenting real opportunities to co-ordinate development

activities is the region. Planning on ■?. regional scale may help guide both

urbanization and industrialization, that ic, provide a common meeting ground for

linking local physical planning and national economic planning, as well as the

planning for social services and community development. However, we must

recognize that in most developing African countries, the administrative machinery-

is still woefully inadequate to bring about the level of integrated planning

raid action which is rcruirod. This is brought about by a lack of understanding

on the part of policy-makers of the necessity of creating institutions which are

necessary for the evaluation and implementation of a plan once it has boon

formulated.

176. In recent years, the field of regional development, concerned with the

changing organization of human activity in areas larger than the single community,

but smaller than the country, has attracted considerable attention from analysis

of the process of development, development planners and administrators. For

development theory, the addition of the spatial dimension helps correct a major

weakness of previous analysis. For development planning and administration the

advantages of a regional focus are that it permits the consolidation of local

planning and the disaggregation of national planning at a convenient intermediate

level, as well as allowing planners to take into account the spatial aspects

of economic and social change. Spatial analysis also makes possible the delineation

of planning regions along functional, r.ystcmic lines rather than in terms of

arbitrary boundaries.

177. Regional planning has been increasingly advocated to be eui efficient

tool to carry out comprehensive planning within which urbanization, urban and

rural development c?ji be effectively incorporated and guided through. As

already indicated when discussing urbanization control measures, regional plans

were initially used in attempts to ameliorate problems of disparities in

developmental levels between different regions of a country.. There is now an

agreed concensus among planners that the region offers a more suitable framework

within which projects of national significance and those based on local

aspirations, initiative and resources can be effectively integrated for the mutual

benefit of the region and the nation. In this respect it ic recognized that

regional development bridges the gap between national objectives and development-

action in specific local situations. Furthermore, in the context of the region,

comprehensive regional planning approaches become the more appropriate means for
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integrating development in both the public as well r,c the private spheres of '

activity* Thin would eliminate the sectoral and haphazard appr-oach to develop

ment which has peroicted in many developing African countries^

3 7^» Regional planning provides a framework within which the resources of the

;rcr-, i:c0 the geography of natural resources, the force: acting on population

distribution- the level of technology an«d future possibilities? the circumstances

of the living environment;, utilities and the increasing demand for these can

be properly considered and int^grr.tedo In this ways regional physical planning

can be considered ac .another dimension in national or development planning.

179* The nature of a regional plan demands the establishment of economic

activities whoso final expressions arc manifested in the new pattern of industry

and settlement7 in the establishment of ncu highways, power and other public

facilities • These manifestationr. are all physical;, and need to be sot forth in

comprehensive regional setting in a forn of regional "architecture" combining

resources., population, industrial potentials and public facilities across the

whole region (nation). In other wordcj economic raid social forms must be expressed
in the physical forme of geography, engineering, capital investment., land,

machinery; building; highways, housing; hospitals and all sorts of public

facilities.

Regional planning: in the African context - Growth centre ^iolioieo

ISO. The concept cf regional planning is based on the acceptance of the intcr-

rolatcdncss of all social and economic activities in space in a certain

hierarchical pattern and its function is to rationalize those activities with

their linkages and to OY^raomo the compartimentrlism of government and non

government organiza-tionr; and to ensure that policies in the various sectors

of activity arc contributing to the main social c-.nc. economic objectives within

a co-ordinated frameworks

IjI. r.egion'.l planning is a fairly new concept? not only in Africa but through

out the worlde The industrialised nations? which developed, without the benefit

of overall comprehensive pl-.rm.ing are only today realising the tremendous cost of

attempting to untangle; cut through and clean up the urban chaos that has

resulted from unplanned development and unbridled destruction of The natural

environment. The evils cf ai'ban spread, traffic strangulation; health threatening

atmospheric and environmental pollution and overcrowded and despoiled recreation

areas arc reaching the point of mass public concern in North America? Europe

and Asiae

1<32. In Africa, however, Regional Physical Planning is still concerned with
the problem of stimulating physical and economic development and deploying to

the best advantage the limited resources ?,v ail able for infraotructural expansion

rrfcher than with the problems of containing the evils of over-exuberant urban

growth. Cuch an African development plan would,, therefore, probably differ

considerably from what we would expect a physical development plan to be for nn

aLrcady well-developed region. Instead of an emphasis on "green belts", "rapid

transit corridors", and "oatelito towns", one will find reference to "rural

service centres", "urban growth poles", "feeder road development programmes",

and. "resettlement schemes11,-. Very often moot developing countries cf Africa do

not as yet have the problem of explosive urban growth that conccmc phycicr.l

planners in 00 many countries. Problems differ from country to country and even

within one country frcip region to region,, Kenya's problems/for example ic one

If IlSSS^^PEoji^SSeJte^^ Town Planning Department
Ministry of Lands and Settlement, Republic of Kenya^ May, 1970,
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of over- population and under development in the rural arcar cxid a .lack of urban

employment to absorb the surplus rural population., In some large countries, the

problem might be scattered population which renders provicion of services almost

impossible* Nomadism, lack of water, drought and the threat of creeping desert

may be moot urgent problems in a third country. But in each and every case,

comprehensive regional 'planning provides the best solutiocu

183. Since the integration of the. lower-order settlements with the higher-

order settlements is an appropriate exercise for tho integration of activities

in economic space of any region, the exclusion of the urban centres from the

rura3.- docs not leac'. to the development of an integrated rural community*

104. An economic ayatom works best and in an efficient manner when appropriate

linkages are established* Tc^i location and provision of the missing infra

structure is a necessary exercise in regional spatial planning* Current develop

ment programir.ee which aim at achieving economic growth with social justice should ■

put great emphasis en improving tho living conditions of the villagers who form

more than GO per cent of the total population of Africa* Location-specific

activities should bo worked out to meet the requirements of the minimum needs

programmes^ These nay include (a) elementary education,, (b) minimum public health

facilities integrate;:?, with family planning (where appropriate and desirable ),

and nutrition for childrens (c) rural water supply,, (d) home sites for the Irjicless
labour, (c) rural roads, and (f) rural electrification,

lG5<- These growth centres should provide' suitable places for the programme of

dispersal of employment opportunities in space. Growth centres thus offer a new

approach to regional planning and rural development policy*

186, Regional planning as it relates to growth centre is a tool for an optimum

provision of economic and social activities of all people in a given spatial

area. The aim focusoes on the identification of a hierarchy.of viable rural

growth centres and. their related communities so as to provide for the present cjnd

the predict?.blo future needs: more specifically? the objectives r.ros

(a) to study, in selected community blocks,, focal points of growth with

ecological settlements coming within their ambit and to suggest a

scheme for- development of a hierarchy of grox^th centres for an

efficient provision cf goods and services?

(b) to identify the functional gaps in the physical and institutional .

infrastructure of these centres cnc. their related settlementc,

and to meet their present and future needs5

(c) i-ecc/jnizing the varying patterns of resource endowments mid tho

■ . likely trends cf spatial and temporal patterns in the blocks in .

ordo:*' to plan alternative courses of action for the provision

and cevelopment of various service faeiiiticso These include

agricultural, inputs -rA produce mr.rketc, agro-industries9 credit

-mi financial institutions? repair and retail shops, education

health facilities- recreation, rind transportation linkages,, etc.

l87» The analysis of infrastructure! distribution on/', grouping of services

in many developing African countries may reveal a lou standard of physical

development in a p-A-ticulai" region as comporod. with another^ Uhiie a hierarchy of

service centres of cotie sort racy bo found to exist to provide administrative,

social and commercial services "to the rural populationr ir.any of these centres
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,rQ efficient in the rrJJgu of amenitien available «ith the result thr.t economic :;
development of the rural areas is hampered raid the welfare of tho people 10
impaired. Furthermore, r. large proportion of the facilities which -o exxoc may ;

bo" found'to bo inconveniently located in relation to their potential nur^c arecv

and randomly scattered so thr.t they do not contribute to the development of

viable rural communities, .

IOC. Ic -■ first step to overcome these deficiencies a policy hr.s to be adopted'
of ;.uiVinff up €. netuorl- of selected centres throushout the country in r. rational
dist-ibutiSn pattern which will enable government services to be proviaca to all
the people onco ocn.iitr.ble a basis "c poosiblc. Thecc growth centres will xurnrsh
the infrr.ctructurr.1 br^o for mor« r-pid economic development thi-oughout the

country or r, region.

1C9. Thir policy of conccntrr-.ting infr,--ctructur,al development in selected
'f ll t i tl l rcco Ac th^ce

centrec

hir policy of g

will'promote the formation of cmr.ll tounr, in tl^ rurr.l rrcco. A
h t b

centrec willpromote the formation of c

towie grou, tiiuy Tiill ^orm r. level of conununitioc Ira-go enough to bo economicaily
cerved with public vir.ter supply r.nc oewage dicpo.-rJ., rrrid electricity, nuprovoa

^cco-o rordcj poct-.l md telephone cervicer, end bracing fr.cilitieo. Once a
centre hr.r thJco V.cic infrr.ctruoturr.l fr.cilitiec it will be in r. position to
r.ttr-ct commcrci-M and industrir.1 development which will enrich the iivoc ox xho
pcoplu of the rurr.l rrcr.c r.nc. provide improved cmploymont opportunities,

190. Growth-centre policies must, however, be br.ced on extensive r.nd mrjiy-

cic.o:. rogionr.l curveyc. The method of regional studies ic the most profouna
"no1 developed pr.rt of regionr.l pl--.nning, go much so thr.t sometimes there ic c ■
dr^?cr of overemphasising the survey part, which though cccontir.l is only a part
o* ^epion-.i planning. Tho purpose of planning, however, is not to become
rcouaintec with the existing ctate of things or even to make a correct sorocMT

of futur-o development. It ic prim^ily an. active anJ.. conccious influencing, pf

this "■■■hr.-c. development to ?;uide it in a desired direction. This dwoired direction

oiTviSu^V/ will depend on governments1 overall goals and objectives which xn turn
will be dependent" on the political philosophy of the government, resources of the
country an'd economic an' cocio-cultui-al aspects of the people concerned.

193. The concept of Growth Centres has already bcx=n stated in the Kenyan

Development Plan 1970/74 an-- it in now c^clared govermr^nt policy to give^pnorxty

in th*/ allocation of government financial assistance to projects located m or

corvine the ,-cheduled centres, l/ Tho Government ,arectc the Town Planning
Department to undertake planning for physic;-1 development at national, l-egxonal
.and locr.l levels in orcer to ena:?le greater co-ordination -and integration o^

physical .and socio-economic development planning.

192. Although a regional pirn ic concerned primarily with physical development
to s^rve the social ne^ds of the people including administration, education,

health and transportation and makes specific recommendations for infrastructure

improvements in these fieldr:, it also oetc out the main factors having an^ ^

influence on agriculture an:! economic development generally. Its preparavion .

invo-'ver the collection of considerable data, the assessment of tren-.-.s in

population growth ana migration and the examination of the many aspects influencing

resource development.

l7"'"r?e7tc7n Province ".or-ional Development Plan, Toi-m Planning Department, I;

of Lam's and Gettlements, Kenya, T/ir.y ?.97C.

Ministry
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P.urcl development in the ro£ion,"I contort

193* An oxr.Riinr.tion of Development plans of African countries would rcver-,1 th-.t

moct of thorn re focussed primarily on the problems of economic development, while

social development is treated :\z a minor issue. The latter repeat usually takes

the form of ad-hoc, unrelated mJ fragmented programmes held together by a vague

notion that they pocCwCD something in common because they rro somehow "social"

in nature. Yet today if a plan is considered north1/ of the name, it is usually

proclaimed to be ~.n economic end social development plan. In moot cases, however,

the social element ic taken core of by the simple expediency ox arbitrarily

designating certain areas of activity as social sectors. Education, public

health, community facilities rjid. Gomcthing called"cocir.l welfare"are favourites

for cuch cQ.oi3no.ti6n.

194» If cocir.l planning i^ to become a viable and dynamic force for regional

and national development, a great dor.l more than thic ccmaJitic expediency will be

needed.. In the context of a developing country there xo a planning instrument

uhich appears to have n considerable potential to contribute to the efforts of

adding tangible cub.otonce to cccial development programmes and planning. Thio

inctrument ic comprehensive regional planning.

Although developing countriec differ in resource endowements, economic

structures, cocio-cultural and political environments, and levels of devclopmont,

among other factors which tend to result in critical differences in both basic

problems and poceible solutions, they have some characteristics in common. These

characteristics are: 1/

(a) an overwhelming preponderance of the rural sector?

(b) a v/ido discrepancy between rural me. urbrji per capita output

and income 1

(c) the existence of r. few- largo urban centres with other urban areas

being relatively small one undeveloped5

(d) a relative neglect of the rural sector by both the Government

and the private sectorj

(e) a more or less serious threat to national integrity posed by

regional separation and minority problems.

196. The above characteristics are present in most, if not all, the developing

countries of Africa. Surveys show that, on aggregate, over CO per cent of the

population live in the rural areas. Agriculture is the preponderant sector.

In terms of employment, the preponderance is oven more markoc as the agricultural

sector employs- by far the largest proportion of the economically active population.

Hence, uhen one speaks of regional development, one is actually speaking about

the livelihood and welfare of the majority of the population. From this stand

point, there can be little doubt that regional socio-economic development is the

most critical problem areas of national development.

197» Yet only r. very small proportion of the national resources are devoted

to the rural areac, end-, rural development programmes are tackled largely on a

1/ Phaichitr Uathn.vikulj Integrated Cocial and .^conontic Development Planning?

National^nd_Gub-national ProbTelTs^-nc1. Poiicy*t""in" International Social """
Development Hovicw No.4 - Regional .Socio-economic development. United Nations

Publication Gr.les No. 3.7?-.IV.7. December 1972.
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superficial and p.o-hoe basis. It ic not surprising, therefore, to witness the

tremendous exodus of rural population into urban centres. Although a bewildering

nssortmcntof concepts, programmes and projocto currently exists, they hardly1 add
up to-a unified and consistent attach on the problem. Fr.iluro ic usually '

attributed- to lack of funds and lr.de of trained personnel to act as "agents of

change". Although those are legitimate and serious limitations, it is suggested

that there are come other mci'e fundamental factors.

19u. Xh-j fragmented attempts at rural development fail because they do not a&d
up to form the twin pill.nrc of r. morp.ingful development plr.n, n-mcly, the

forrar.tion of cr.pc.bilitico cjoC .the provioion of opportunitiest Without c. 'proi

combinr.tion of th^.oe two fundarnuntr.l elem^ntr, forming " cound foundation, no *
r.ttempt r.t development ic likely to r.r.iount to much in terms of t-jirriblc and :

oner

xxnp.

199. The problorao of rurr.l r.roa.G in Africa enn bo cumraarizod in r/few but
complex itwnc. They include poverty, ignor.-Jicc, ill-health, thirct, icolatiori

falling agricultural production md a deteriorating onvironment in human
cettlomcnto. But wo are going to deal only with agriculture horo an having

great catalytic potential for human settlements in the rural ?_reas.

20C. It ia heartening to note that there hac recently been an r.wcrenooc in

the minclc of African leaderc of the importance of agriculture in the national^
economy and a realization that rural development muct take itc fair chare of

the developmental expenditure if there io ever to be a correction of the

imbalance between town and countrywide, ao uoll ac between variouc regionc
within one country.

201. In a recent interview, the Executive Secretary, of the United. Nations ,.

Economic Commission for Africa put the ctatuc of agriculture in the continent

as follows: "The poor rains in ?_373 liighlighted the very delicate nature of the
balance between food production and consumption in Africa. Production of corcalc

end tubers fell by 5.^ million tons in 1973 r.nd large increases in the imports

of cereals were required in 1374 to fill the gap between supply and demand. Those

imports had to be made at high cost because of the very large increases in the1
price of cereals on world markets.

20rZ* - ^o^uction in 1974 has boon better an.1, early estimates indicate an increase
of 6.5 million tone over 1973 thus chewing some improvementc over tho 1972 position,
Unfortunately, against the one per cent increaco in output between 1972 and

1!?74 there hac been a population growth rate of more than 5 per cent, so the '
position in 1975 will remain crucial.

2(./3. Over the longer term it has been forecast that the combined result of

population growth and rising levelc of income will cause demand to increase hy

3^ljpor cent a year. Without a fundamental revolution in agriculture it ia
difficult to see this rate of increase in food production being possible

certainly over the next fox? years. To start to obtain Africa's green revolution,

African governments and the international community inuot harness their development
efforts much more effectively and give maximum priority to the production of
foodstuffs for consumption within Africa". 1/

1/ H.K.A. Gardiner, 2:;ecutive .Secretary, XA, in .an interview with African

correspondent of the Voice of /jnericr. printed in the Ethiopian Herald, Gunday,
February 23, 1975.
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204* /.n effective wn.y of h^mescing rural development efforte would bo by the

adoption by African countries of the concept of integrated and comprehensive de

velopment planning on - regional ccr.lo, More tlir.n GO per cent of Africa* c

population ic rural raid it ic the rural population which constitute the major

productive force in agricultural raid other raw materials for industry* Production

will be increased if modern technology is "made available to the rurcl community.

Technology thriven more in an urban environment, which ic also more conducive to

social and cultaral advancement. It ic, therefore, ncccccary to adopt a regional

planning, strategy whereby..existing scattered villages can be grouped, into larger

raid more viable settlements to support educational and health facilities and other

.simplified urban utilities and services?' /i/ithin these larger.viable settlements,

growth points can be rationally selected, injected with c, higher level of- urban,

facilities and- amenitiess and roads built to connect;these with the cities and

the villages?,

205* It, ic realised, however., that increasing the productivity of farm workers

is a slow and difficult process* This is-go because rurr.l .living? like urban

living, is' made up of a wide variety of highly interdependent activities whose ■

development "and improvciiicnt rarely lend themselves tq partial and isolated,

solutions0

206. The improvement of living conditions for ,:the large rural majorities

involves concerted efforts' in sectors as "divorce as housing and related cervices

and facilities? physical infrastructure (trancportr.tion, irrigation ? rural

electrification and communications)! improved efficiency of production itself .

(seeds? fertilisers and insecticides)? strengthening of credit, research and : ,

extension systems; installation of industries to supply agricultural" inputs and

process foods? ~nJ.s in general;, organisation of the marketing system^

207^ The increased farm production and productivity: may be of little consequence

if storage and marl'.etin,?< ,facilities are not available to enable enlarged food

suppliec to be moved efficiently from the grower to the domestic and foreign

consumerD Then, too, developing -gricnlture needs to be accompanied by capacity

to process food, am; t^_pro_cuce__thu essential^ innuts for increased output »<..••

such a.o fcrtilizercj peaticide rsil farm machinery* /.ll thece activities have to

bo linked hy communication and transportation and cervice networks? not only

xtfithin Qvj~:h comj-nuRi'iTjr but alco between one coraiiiunity end the other thi^oughout

the whole country*

20Go Decentralisation of inductrice, with emphasis on small-scale industries

which cai.1 be ectablichod in villages rAid 0r.1a.ll towns should, be strcsooda In

rx-dition to the advantages of strengthening the smaller* rural unite; thic will

teach villagers cone basic features of nr.chine handling r.nc go bring about a

better understanding of the role of the machine in the society. This, again,

will diminish tho differences between city and village culture™

209« Of equal or even greater importance ic the improvement of education.

and living conditions of rural families* The education system needs to be

adapted/to the requirements of rural development,, 'ha must admit that education

ac presently constituted ic geared to meeting requirements of urban 3,ifc and,

even moruj those of inhabitants of cities in the industrialized, countries»

210o The intensification of rur-.l development programmes aimed at improving

the living conditions of the largo majorities of farm workers ic especially relevant

in Africa-in view of the urgent nocd to check the growing migration of rural

inhabitantc to the cities* Thic tr^nc, along with the high rates of demographic
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growth generally prevailing in the African countries, hr.c led to an explosive ,

population growth in the cities? particularly the capital cities ana pence

what in perhaps the r-oct ccriouc' thrcrt to sustained and dynamic development in |

thc= region*

21] c. Through the same process of regional planning? land suitable for agriculture,

forestry, human settlements, ar.oao for industry, recreation, touricm, game

rer.ewec?et'jo can be earmarked lor c1cj-.-clop..:snt and/or management. In this

connexion, tho Worth African countries,, Kenya and Tanzania can be mentioned ac ■

examples of African countries which are embarking on regional planning strategies*

A policy of opening up tow.rrdo the problems- of rural areac ic also being attempted

in Cameroon^ Ivory Coast, Senegal and the Sudan* Ghana hac. recently announced.

ito intention of developing human settlements costing come C43^ million within

the currer.t Five-Year ■p.evolcpniGut Plan 1975-1980 =

212, Jin the African context 5 pcrhapc the easiest way to attempt at integrated-

cr..(uprebonci'. j regional planning* including settlement planning and rep1aiming

would be in conjunction with large agricultural cchcmoc- It hac been noted that

during tbe colonial cra? even econorJLcaS/ succescful schemoe like the Gezira

cchc^ie ?.}-. the Sudan, had paid little attention to human settlemento in their

calculat-.^nc fos;' the future* It icf thereforej er.cential'that oinilar mistakes

art, avoided ::n tho noh1 cciLomeo* Of course the ca^.e appliea-whon embarking on

lcrrrz- ^"to-'pi ices of mining and industry ac well ao planning rjnd. construction

of r-r.Jc;:" '■iiig^ray:.- f lines of coiiiniuriic-.ticnc arid 'fowei* gridn^

21'i. regional d^-,,.1., ,^i-, planning can alr;u be uoed as r. tool for removing

the dlc:>avity lit the development of different regionGo In spite of the inevitable

dir'-.ojro^lals bGlwoen regions of growth potential? due consideration must be

given t'.> d'.;p..'rc-cd rogiouc.o ?or -chic purpose/ short-term plpno for the development

of !ao.vancfcic regions' 7 and long-term plans for the development of * depressed

re^:Lo::.G: o^o'ild bo prepared^ /-art of tho economic returns obtained from capital

iiiTestriicivc in the higher growth potential areas can then be invested in long-term

development projects in the under'-devolopcd regions* Xn view of the widening

di;;par;i.';y r;1". ^he docfv-t'ee of devGlop.ieri'c between the urban and rural areas3 a

h:Us.varohy of iirjeri'elated cities tov^ns and villages should be developed within

th'j i'e--:.ijnal fi-nr.ieKoiO.; to produce urban-rural integration and. Geological balance*

21i.o Tr-j ivor.d linkc b«ti;een the hierarchy of Dottlomc-tits need not all be ao

GXj'en,-3i;ci or cf the hicho"7: ctar.dard as "re found in the city0 But they should be

adequate to .-jitliscand traific av the worst time of the i-ainy season. Self-help

shc'ulc be; ur3d in their cour^-ructiorij with assistance from public authorities

as required c 1*1' :v.<ry bo appropriate hore to relate some acpcctc. of the Tansrjii-an

Uj--.:raa scttlcy.:e".ts idea and tjfcr.t people cm do for themselves with the support

and oneouracoTTLervt of tho govommeiit H

2lSn !"bo Ujarriar. idea Ic to base r'ural development on ,rielf—help undertakings;

local initiative j .-:-v-: autonci'iy of the inhabitants*, The idea ic. in accord with

trv .diticnal Afric-Ji social pattc-mc anu customs»

21(1= ''In the Lushoto District in the Usambara Mountains? in the Northern reaches

of the country (population 2CCj000)? the government ic relying for the fulfilment

of its policy alrnc ci the Lushoto Integrated Development Pi'cjoct (LIDEP)
aiiico ly^-jo ix is jointly iraintain^d by the Germ.an Kilbcl Foundation cn'l tho

Taits-.nian Coninunity Development Trust Fund-, It ic the largest regional develop'-

rr.ortt project i:i Ta— - ::~J:h celf-holp as its motor, Tho many facets of the

project's inoasurec depend for fulfilment on the responsibility of the individual?

whes by hi 3 run free will? choose3 to live in the fold of an Ujama:s village

an:., work there0
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217» LIDEP measures bolstering economic production constitute the economic basis

of the cevfclopment project. They include a mobile advisory^ ^eryice for the

cultivation of fruit and vegetables which accist 40 Ujama'a villages with a total

of 3*500 farmers. Helping market the produce is jHL_£SFS£^2- 30--~™^:££r^.'iS-^.
established, by LIDEP«, It is now processing an average of more than 200 tone of

produce a month. It is linked up with a suppJLj division for capital gooo.3

required on the f?rms<, The latter provides planting seeds; fertilizer^ cgj^tn^cation

material, _equipment s and other requiciteco

21b, A Rural Training Centre built by LIDEP and manned by its helps instruct

about 300 leaders for Ujama:a villages every year in applicatiorr-orientci. courcec.

To promote the expansion of the secondary trades and primary manufacturing3 LIDSP

has established a service _jBprrffiOt a carpenty shop,, a i2£^SiiiEi^L^lHH» rn^ <?- ^i£-'-~
firing plant, where young people are trained on-the—job to become craftsmen an-■'..

repairmen in their native Ujama'a villages^ In addition, they also make prototype

tool casts which serve as models for village workshops in the spirit of adaptec1
technologies.■ v

219. The second comprehensive task of LIDEP is supporting the Ujama'a villages

in the creation of an' infrastructure for public services*. This involves the

establishment of a health anr nutrrbion advisory service that provides care for

up to 5r000 pre-school children and their mothers in the 18 districts each months

Two centres for nutrition advice an^ rehabilitation help bring children suffering

from malnutrition back into shape0 Mo less important are projects launched and

maintained by LIDEP in -che Ujama'a villages which promote self-help projects in

the sectors of water supply (wells, cisterns^ water sources., piping it to the

consumption site), construction (community buildings, warehouses, aispensaries.

kindergartens, bridges), and 'rural home economics (child-care, hygiene, handicrafts,
etc)l/". —

220. The lesson to be learned from the above is that generating and Getting :.".

motion, local an:I regional dynamics therefore constitute- an eminently social

procecso The objective is not so much to eot up poles for'investment and high
productivity, but rather to generate new social dynamics^ to motivate and

organize the regional community and to enable it to use its own resources, ant

profit, effectively from extra-regional forces. In this manner, development,
whether initiated from outside or not, becomes steady raid acquires its own drive?
and the regional community grows stable and develops„

Regional Planning Methodologies

221. The concept of regional planning, its acopa , methodology and techniquesr

its dominant features and functions is not uniform throughout the world0 Less

developed countries have to divert a greater or lesser degree from the patterns

of regional planning practiced in developed countriesD In many African countries

today and for the foreseeable future, regional planning will be agriculture-

oriented anJ. rural development will be the predominant feature.of the national
development.

222. One of the basic essentials of any development policy is the examination

and evaluation of the many, often conflicting demands for use of land, in urban

ano. rural areas, by both public and private sectors, in order to insure that

such land is used and developed in the best interests not only of the individual

1/ Article in the Ethiopian Hei-s.ld, Sunday, 26 February 197$„
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owner or the locr.l community, but of tho n-tion "c - whole

223,, This safeguarding of lend egeinst its wrongful? wasteful or premature use
of -.'.ovelopmor.t ic one of the moot iair-ortent continuing functions of the regional
phy.-sice! plrjmer, r. function which, in. oi'dcr to be effective, must cover "11 esp
of "Che "ovelopment process, from pr.rticip"tion in tho forinulr.tion of r. nr.tionr.l ;

development policy/to the'oot~ilec r.pplicr.tion of such e policy through the

medium of physical development pl~.ns at O.1 ccr.lec from the rogionr.l down to tho

loc -.1.

224., An oleborr.te ciccortetion on the techm'.cr.litiec of region?.! planning is
beyond- the scope of thic ?~por. It will cuffice to c~y th-t thc^ procedure for

region?.! pl-Jining follows the oeouonco of survey; r-n.-?.yci?, synthr.cic \Or plmj,
ev'lurtion r.nc implemcntrtion c.nC f^cc--br.ck0 IJo cm furtlr-c- sunmririzc the pl^
syntem - one of r.ctivitico in cp-ces linlc^C -y conKrunic-tions in channels;, -.c

having the fol?.ow5.ng chrj7-.cteriEticcs

(-:) descriptions pjt" measures of different typos of r£X±vttj within

erch of r, number of cub--rc.-.s conroriciiig tho "xc." ctudied?

(b) aeccriptiono ~nd mor.ourcc of the vrrioua types cf ^d^ptcc.^sor.cos

vrithin c.ch of thoce sub-r.i'cr.cj

(c) ccscritpionc r.nc mer.Gurec of tlio vn-iouc ty:>::G of ^o^vHi'iSi^i^HS
between e~.ch P.ocr/cod ".ctivity -.nd r.3.1 other." in the stucy rzrer.

■ -.no/or between er.ch aub-r.re" *a":c nil others :ii'J. betuoen thooe

auh-r.rcr.c3 the study r.rer, -.s r. Tjhole rjid the -'rest of tiic uor.U'' J

(d) descriptions of the dispositions, types- c-.p-c:-tier, r.nr' other

chr.r-.ctericticc of the channels for cojunurii.c-\l^on linking the

eub-?.rer.a of the atu.,y TZo^rn' :

world1?

(e) the ability xd cbov; how the cystom :\a in (") to (c) ch-xigos
for inctr.ncj by "oscribing -. .^ecuonce of ^tcor ^rnjocto

he rtu:y rc^ uJth tho:reat of the

(1) the -bility to suggoct w_hy_ -.ctjvitioc cccui- jn p-r-'iculrj? cp.-ces

rjnd communicr-tionc in certain cI:?Jir.e^c- thu_ 1*0j.-1: Mj- tho sycxeni

directly to hum-.n vr.luos "rvl mjtr.vr.tionst

2Z5. The b^Gic pl-Miner'o toolc ?.ro inform-vtion .-v..vJ rir.uc? ■uT.foi-i.;r.t:>n both

cur.ntitr.tivo r\nd. ru.-.?Lit"tivo, concernj.vig the tntr./.ity o'" au r-j- -ot:.vj.t2.oc in the

region to bo sur-voyo'; in oi-'or to bring out the follox-rxn^^ (r ? c-'.p.-.citioE. or
thi-csl»!:"s| (b) present noi-wc of usos (c) pr; cetvc 'c-tolineiit- .:..-or.s md populr.tiono;

(d) present tr.-voAling timc/dictr.i.ce nornzz (c) curjiti.:*/ p.:v:" apeoiVcic locr.tion

of unmet doraend; "^ T^) g"-I^ -^ '--ofici^r.eios in the proviij?...'.! c? o-ch function
or service facility*

?2,t. Tho pl-Mincr'n tuchnicuo of vork rre r^.po, c-ocigiis, b?,uc printc r.nd

dir.gr.-yn,o mr.y - lionete peoples comprebonsion» Grr.phic-.l Drec»:.iitr.t:'.cn ni-y bo

uccc wliich Trill pxouec public imr.gir*".tion r-jic" reiver their z.c'cntificr.tion with

pirns more populr^1 end closer to their d"i

227. Tho priority of the egriculturo c.ecL"or end I'ur:..1. devclopriGnt within tho

framework of the nr.tionel economy in moct /..fricm countries will determine the

r.ppror.ch enc -.11 mejoi* fceturcs of development- plrjining^ cxl. by the seme token the
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concept of training for regional planning in those countries r:t- ler.st for the

time being until there would be sufficient mo-\ns for industrialization '^ic birr

scrJ-e urbanization.

228. Under conditions described r.bovc the activities in the sphere of regional

planning uoul-J cover tho following!

(r.) Surveying (including land surveying) 5

(b) rieoorrch rji '.■ progi-r:>;imin££

' (c) Physic"! planning!

(d) Implementation,

?29. These activities Jomrji." different knowledge and ckill- As regional plraining

ic usually a multioh?.sal work carried out by r. multi-uisciplincry teem, different

typos of training is required:

{'■) rcgionr.1 planning survoycrc: thectj ere neec.ee because r. lot

of different hindc of surveying including land surveying for

vill.?.go planning cro noer/ed before r.ny plaining r.ction could be

trlcen- Hcny developing countries in Africa hr.ve uhit.e Gpots

in the knowledge of geogrr.phicn.1 conditions, physicr.l development,

mapping on cuitc.blc socles, housing stock, production, marketing,

services, population, ctor-ge of r.ccur.".te -.nd reliable dr.t.?.,

Hogionnl plrAinir.g muet hr.ve its own surveying m.-npo^er or people

tr-incd in "ifforont technicuus of surveying to be c.ble to define

tr.Eka to specialists r.nd to interpret their d~tr..

(b) higher level regional plriincrc r.re noeced to mr-iyse dVcc. collected

by others rjnd r.loo to conduct research into raid s"cudioc on specir-1

problems, like fcrxibirity tivJ coGt-benofit studies. They should

r-lco be r.ble i'o Drepr.ro progrcnir-iesof development by economic acctorc

r.nd divursific-" geographic.-.! r.j-er.c using "dvriiccd technicues.

(c) /..t the anmc level of expertise phyoicr.l plrjining Imoulodge ic

nccecsr.ry for thu -11 r.lycic of vochnicr.?. prxemetors end spr/cir.J.

distribution of hum.-.n -.ctivitiec -nd their physicr.l aspecta to mrlzo

proposr.ls for nen org-.nisr.tion of spr.ee in tcrraa of l".nd use rui'1.

settlement syctemc, r.c uell :-.a detailed town rjid villr.ge l?.yo\ita»

1.11 these civillo cr.ll for trr.ining r.t the university poot-gr.r.dur/te

level for crchitectc, engineers, geogr-phcrs, economists, r.gri-

culturr.licts, .sociologists r<.nd l.-.nd surveyors.

(d) Implementation side of regionr.l piraining io the moot' cruci'l c/c-.ge

uhere techniciraic "re needed:. In developing countries 'Jhero

technic?,?. knosw—how is very limited, even "'cho less sophistic.-iter'

physicr.l plans roic technicr.l designs are not easily comprehended

by politic!-lie :vnJ. .".dministrr.tors, let r.loinj the general public.

There is n ncsd, therefore, for r. 'niid.-'.lomrji' who ohoul'. hr.ve

r. solic , prr,cticr.l laiowledge of how to rcr.d rai..". interpret technicr.l

designs r.nd to help villagers by showing theni prr.cticr.lly how to

build. .-. better house, water supply/1, r. rorx. nith r. bric.gej etc..
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;'3O- Another constraint to physical planning in /..frica ic lack of data and ;

reliables up—to-dc.to infonuation of ".11 typo including ell kinds of maps. In;

ijomo countries of the region, there might be adeouate information but in scattered

form in many ministries, departments nnc* paractr.t els. There is need, therefore,

for their collection on■". presentation in forme suitable for planning work* Of

particular importance to region;1.! physical planner's work r.re the mr.pG! i

ideological maps, land-use ma-ps, ordinance naps, etc. The jjlconomic Commission ifor

./.frica has? since 1967? been urging /fric-r± governments to ".vail themselves

of the vital cpr.ee technology of remote sensing provided by the Earth ^csources

Purvey Satellites in their efforts to economic -.no. social development planning.

'A3 i* demote sensing ic a means of geological and geogrr.phic--.l mepping v/hich

^/ould pin-point the vit.il nr.tur-.l resources of the country conccrne:" one. provide

much-neede-:. information T-/ith respect to ground wr.tor, curf.r,co ur.terP Ir.nd-uce

:\nj. clr.csificction, humrxt settlements distribution, conservation of coil, florr.

r.nC f:\unr.j etc, Furthermore, Earth Resources Survey Gr.tcllitec give the beet

pr'ccisionp r^o fr.at, cover Ir.rgc terrain "ii'. are by far superior to the con

ventional and tine-consuming on-the ground surveying mothods.

2.3 2» /-- third constrrant to regional physei".! planning in /.frier, ic the led:

of co-ordination between the economic planners one the physical planners.

Economic planners ten: to vieu physical planning as a luxury. This is bcrn

of a misconception oi" pl?j.iniiig. /.g a result of this; different ministries and

development agencies have inr.de considerable capital investments without due

regard to the plans of other agencies. Thus? for example, secondary schools have

been ,built in villages to which no all-ucathcr roads is planned £ hospitals

constructed uhere public electricity cannot economically Kj supplied;, and

rdministrative offices dovolopcc at inconvenient distances from the trading

centres, which .are the natural focus of business activity, resulting in unnecessary

journeys for the people an:*, necessitating the development of two uator supplies

jnsteae of oneB The net result has boon that scarce capital resources have boon

expandeds not uselessly? but with lees overall benefit to the community than

might have been achiov^v 7-;ith co-ordinated planning.

£33» Coir.ctiraoG the reason for lacl: of co-ordination has been that the ministry

or agency responsible for the complcaicntary infrastructure has not trade a forward

"pirnf or if it lsas? tha plan, has not been made public. The comprchencive regionr.l

physical plan is an r.tt^Ripr to remedy this sxtuition by providing .- document

nhich i-iill enable all development agencies to co-ordinate thoir activities by

conforming to a singJ.s- coiiiprohenoive location policyt Governmente should, there

fore, set up the requisite nachiner'y to ensure c:a integrated and comprehensive)

approach to development planning at ;.ll levels*

?34« /* fourth constraint is tlic administrr.tivu inetitutionr.l factors the

cucccgc of piano often :".opoiv s to a considerable oxtont on t!ia degree of

political ouppoi-t it enjoys and the degree of participation by the general

public in the plans' formulation and implementation. The establishment of an

institutional fravaexrork conducive to the tasl; of plan implementation and the

rccopt'.'Uicc of pi-".11 disciplines arc essential to the successful implementation

of plans. M\IIT ISSUES TO BE DISCUSSED

2.36. 3ased on the above parr.grrphe of this paper the issues to be

(iiscusccd are tho follouings

() ment^ .policy "-o a key element
in the national social and economic strategy an.'-" as a fecal point

for an integrated approach to the solutions of human settlements
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(b) to evolve explicit physical plans at national, regional and
local levels concerned wxth the location; size, growth and.inter-

relationchip of human settlement network, be they predominantly
, rur.v.l or urban p

(c) to develop appropriate institution^£g£UJ£ed to integrate economic,
social and physical planning at all levels and to implement

regional planning policies, to improve the management of existing
human settlements systemsj

to educate^and^train locally and abroad the necessary technical

manpower in the field of regional physical planning: at high,

medium and low levels, and to provide greater scope for physical

planners7 participation in decision malting as. well as provision

of opportunities for public participation and self-management.




